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Cover image: Black hole image simulation. Credit: Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration

University of Pretoria astrophysicist, Prof Roger Deane of the Department of Physics is
a member of the international group of scientists that captured the first image of a black
hole. His group worked to develop simulations of the complex ‘Earth-sized’ telescope used to
make this historic discovery. The simulations attempt to mimic and improve understanding
of the data obtained from the real instrument, which comprises antennas across the globe.
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Foreword

Introduction

Prof Tawana Kupe | Vice-chancellor of the University of Pretoria

Prof Anton Ströh |

This year’s Research Review captures an exceptional spread of expertise and
cooperation. Our cover is a simulation of a black hole, made possible through the
Department of Physics’s Prof Roger Deane and his collaboration with a wide group
of international scientists.
Closer to home, I cannot be prouder of our museums. In the Mapungubwe
Collection and Archive, curated by Dr Sian Tiley-Nel, we have a unique collection
of iron-age artifacts, stretching southern Africa’s history as a hub for trade and
industry back at least 700 years. In addition, we chose to highlight the Javett Art
Centre at UP in the Review this year. You will see images of the art displayed there
sprinkled throughout the Review.
The research represented in this report reflects very well not only the University’s
commitment to excellence and collaboration but also to diversity. We boast more
PhDs among our staff than ever before and the proportion of those that are
people from previously disadvantaged backgrounds including women continues to
rise.

This is the Research
Review of the first full
year that I have been
Vice-Chancellor of this
University. I am very
proud of the progress
that we made in this year,
both in international
cooperation, and in
positioning our university
for the transdisciplinary,
multi-technological
demands of the fourth
industrial revolution in
which we find ourselves.
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Our international collaborations, partnerships and engagements are growing
apace. The Future Africa Institute, now in its third year, acts as a virtual and
physical meeting place for Africa’s scientists. Future Africa hosted tens of
thousands of researchers over the course of the year at a range of events
designed to foster collaboration between senior researchers but also to develop
our continent’s next generation of academics and innovators.
An excellent example of this spirit of collaboration is the development of our
Engineering 4.0 research and training hub. As the world progresses through its
fourth industrial revolution, the old distinctions between different disciplines are
falling away, especially in the fields of engineering and technology. By providing
opportunities for multi-disciplinary teams to form and flourish, the University is
providing the best possible opportunities, not only for our researchers to produce
work of the highest standard and relevance, but also for our students to be
adequately prepared for a world their parents could not have imagined.

Vice-Principal: Institutional Planning, Monitoring
and Evaluation and acting Vice-Principal: Research
and Postgraduate Education

The work described here shows an institution where collaboration is encouraged
and celebrated. Our academics are well supported to adjust their focus areas to
not only better reflect the reality of the world we live in, but also to prepare our
students for a future that will be defined by tackling complex global challenges
with a unique set of tools. It is a very exciting time to be working at the forefront of
human knowledge.
During 2019, the University continued to pursue a vast array of transdisciplinary
research projects focused on all of the 17 United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). The University’s work in this regard during the previous
year has already earned it recognition as being among the top 100 universities in
the world in respect of three of the SDGs (namely SDG 4: Quality Education; SDG
9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure, and SDG 16: Peace, Justice and Strong
Institutions) and among the top 200 in respect of SDG 17 (Partnerships for the
Goals) and SDG 3 (Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages).
The University of Pretoria furthermore hosts the South African SDG Hub that is
developing a system for tracking research progress towards the SDG goals.
Apart from the imaging of a black hole by an international team of scientists
already referred to by the Vice-Chancellor in his foreword, UP scientists,
individually or as part of larger teams, were responsible for a number of other
research breakthroughs. These include the world’s first middle ear transplant
using 3D-printed bones; development of a vaccine against avian influenza using
tobacco plants, and establishing that the earliest ancestors of anatomically modern
humans emerged in a southern African ‘homeland’ and thrived there for 70 000
years, before some migrated due to climate shifts.

As we move into the last
third of the 15-year UP
2025 strategic plan, now
is a good time to reflect
on our response to the
University’s research
needs and responsibilities.

The data of UP’s academic staff make-up speaks for itself. The proportion of our
staff with PhDs has surpassed two-thirds for the first time. The metric that we
use to determine the success of our postgraduate programmes, the number of
master’s and doctoral students graduating per full-time equivalent staff member,
is at 1.97, a number that doesn’t fully speak to the amount of effort and dedication
required to get our students graduated on time while maintaining academic
excellence.
This report is an opportunity for all academic staff at the University to reflect with
pride on the excellence and dedication of our colleagues and research partners.
Represented in these pages is the work of world leaders in biology, physical
science, engineering, medicine and the humanities, among many other disciplines.
You will also read of the work of young, up and coming researchers, already
attracting the notice and approval of their international peers and mentors. I have
no doubt that, as we begin to think about where we want to take the University
beyond 2025, teaching and research at UP are in very good hands indeed. With
the development recently of hubs such as Future Africa and Engineering 4.0, and
the continued excellence of many of our faculties that are over a century old, the
future really is in very capable and innovative hands.
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RESEARCH
OUTPUTS
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YEAR

Research Statistics

2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014

NEXT GENERATION RESEARCHERS

2013

Articles
Books/chapters
Published conference
proceedings

2012

219

399 Doctoral
graduates
2008

2011

Postgraduate
students as a percentage
of overall enrollment

Postdoctoral
fellows

2010
0

Total UP
Researchers with
NRF-rating

25%

Master’s
graduates

500

Staff with
PhDs
A-rated

International
postdoctoral
fellows

Black
postgraduate
students

98%

66.7%

B-rated

Postgraduate
students
by gender
53.6%

528

66.7%

C-rated
Y-rated

1000

79
31

UP Research Institutes,
Centres and Units
Industry and Public Sector
Research Chairs
DSI-NRF SARCHi Chairs

46.6%

1231

Male

Collaborating
Institutions

Female

607

Collaborating
Institutions

NETWORKS
AND COLLABORATION

Top Collaborative
Institutions

Co-authored
publications

(>100 co-authored publications)

208
145
132
120
111
103

84

Collaborating
Institutions

658

1 157

Ghent University – Belgium
University of Western Australia – Australia

4 449

University of Queensland – Australia

3 490

705

Collaborating
Institutions

215

Collaborating
Institutions

175

Collaborating
Institutions

Utrecht University – Netherlands
University of Cambridge – United Kingdom
Centre national de la recherche
scientifique – France

403
9 699

Africa (excl. South Africa)
Asia Pacific

Europe
Middle East

2000

2500

RESEARCH ENTITIES

19

P-rated: 3

1500

North America
South America

SCIENCE AND
ART IN AFRICA
Science and Art
in Africa
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Future Africa
Prof Cheikh Mbow
Director: Future Africa
Such relationships develop new
research capacity and focus
investment in research development
for innovation relevant to the
sustainable development of Africa. In
keeping with this goal, the Future Africa
Institute also partners with Engineering
4.0, a world-class hub, not only for
smart cities and transportation, but
also linking the vast resources in
technology and data sciences to other
faculties via Future Africa.

The Future Africa Institute
is a hub for developing
inter- and transdisciplinary
research networks within
the University and with
the global research
community.
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Although 2019 was the third year
of operation for Future Africa, the
institute held a launch week in March
of this year. More than 200 scholars
from across the world were hosted
at various workshops, seminars and
executive forums. The launch served
to officially recognise the global
networks of Future Africa and anchor

the institute within the international
scholarly, civic and corporate
communities collaborating with the
University to address the Grand
Challenges of our planet. Future Africa
acts as a community, a hub, a home for
scholars and a physical meeting place
located at a signature destination on
the Hillcrest Campus in Pretoria.
As a research platform Future Africa
underpins and aligns with the UP
focus on the Sustainable Development
Goals, and harnesses the potential of
African scientists to create impact for
a better African future, and to achieve
research excellence and innovation for
the benefit of society.
The programme of internationally
relevant academic and ancillary

activities hosted at Future Africa during
the year included more than 200
separate events, with well over
21 000 delegates being received at the
conference centre.
A crown jewel in these programmes
is the Africa Science Leadership
Programme (ASLP). It aims to grow
mid-career African academics in
the areas of thought leadership,
team management and research
development, with the intention of
enabling them to contribute to the
development of a new paradigm for
science in African, focused on its
contribution to solving the complex
issues facing both Africa and the global
community. The 2019 cohort included
20 researchers from 11 African
countries.
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Engineering 4.0
Road to a Smart Future

Professor Sunil Maharaj, Dean of Engineering, the Built Environment
and Information Technology

Consider that South Africa is 18th in the world in terms of
the longest paved roads and 11th in terms of the entire
road network, with ‘paved’ meaning bitumen/surfaced
and concrete roads. We have 158 000 km of paved
roads and a total road network (paved and gravel) of
750 000 km.

hese facts provide some insight
into the importance of research
and development in road construction,
road use, traffic flow, transport and
smart transport systems, currently
and in the future, when electric and
autonomous vehicles will increase
significantly. We need to plan and
investigate how to integrate these into
the transport system.
These aspects are part of the
University of Pretoria new Engineering
4.0 research and training hub for
smart transport systems and smart
cities, including the first independent
materials testing facility and National
Reference Laboratory in Africa. In this
venture, we are partnering with the
South African National Roads Agency
SOC (SANRAL) and the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR) Smart Mobility cluster.
Engineering 4.0 is located at the
Hatfield Campus, and the official
launch date is September 2020. The
national lockdown and the gradual
reopening of sectors could delay the
opening, but we have already started
using some of the facilities.
This work is exciting and novel. For
example, for the first time in South
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Africa and Africa, we will have an active,
approximately 2 km long, traffic test
lane on the N4 in Pretoria. We will
collect real-time data and use big data
analytics and the Internet of Things
(IoT) to conduct tests and analysis on
various aspects. These include how
different road surfaces perform, how
traffic moves on the highway, the
density and type of traffic at any given
time, emissions testing and air quality
monitoring. Such data and modelling
will support the planning and designing
of future transport systems.

www.avasotech.com

T

Cost-effective and innovative road
surface engineering, the key to
infrastructure development in South
Africa, will also be supported.
Roads are designed quite specifically
for different types of traffic and
traffic densities — low, medium or
high. Road construction is expensive;
therefore, the life of a road relative to
its cost must be considered when it
is designed. For example, a low-traffic
scenario will typically cost between
R 2 million and R 6 million per
kilometre, medium-traffic scenario

between R 6 million and R 10 million
per kilometre, and a high-traffic
scenario between R 10 million and
R 20 million per kilometre.
A considerable amount of research
is required on different types and
thicknesses and hybrids of the
materials used, where to expand the
surfaced road network and how to
manage costs optimally while ensuring
the construction and maintenance
of a quality road. Road engineering
and construction in South Africa is
generally well developed, as we have
capable transportation engineers
and designers. However, road
maintenance, unfortunately (as in the
rest of the world), typically suffers
owing to budgetary constraints.
Engineering 4.0 also serves as a
laboratory for the training and
certification of laboratory technicians
and engineering students. This will
ensure that materials testing in the
field is of a high standard and that the
technicians conducting the testing
are capable and certified to do such
tests with a high degree of accuracy.
This training laboratory is supported
with Virtual Reality (VR) options for
learning about the testing techniques,

providing a precursor (that can be
done anywhere in the world) to the
real-life testing in the laboratory. Civil
engineering students will be exposed
to hands-on research activities in
these laboratories that support their
theoretical learning in preparation for
their working life as civil engineers. The
facility also addresses the need for a
new level of skills amongst our current
workforce and our future graduates.
The main anchor of Engineering 4.0
is our Civil Engineering Department
(South Africa has a considerable
shortage of civil engineers), and the
other engineering departments are
also involved. UP graduates comprise
28% of engineers in South Africa
according to the 2019 statistics from
the Department of Higher Education
and Training. This figure includes our
electronic, electrical, civil, computer,
mechanical, chemical, mining,
industrial, and metallurgical engineers,
who all followed four-year degrees at
UP.
Prof Wynand Steyn, Head of the
Department of Civil Engineering,
comments as follows: ‘Road engineers
need to support the 58 million citizens
in South Africa in enabling daily life
through connections between homes,
jobs, education, health and related
services. Through the generous
investment into Engineering 4.0 from
SANRAL and UP, and nurturing the
collective talents of the new generation
of engineers (across disciplines),
connectivity can be improved in
support of a better life for all transport
users in the country.’
Engineering 4.0 will share its vast
resources in technology and data
sciences with all faculties via UP
Future Africa Campus — a platform
for developing inter- and transdisciplinary research networks within
the university and the global research
community. The research, technology
and techniques we develop through

Engineering 4.0 will be specific to the
African context. Inter- and transdisciplinary solutions are required,
particularly in a world where COVID-19
is wreaking havoc. The pandemic has
demonstrated that established norms
for conducting our daily business
(such as travelling to and working from
offices) can change for the better, with
possible significant effects on traffic
volumes, congestion and logistics
costs.
Our academic colleagues in the SADC
countries, Rwanda, Nigeria, China and
the USA, have already shown a keen
interest in the research, development
and training facilitated by Engineering
4.0. Now that the facility is ready,
we will be engaging with them,
developing partnerships and helping
to improve efficiencies and capabilities.
Anything that Engineering 4.0
undertakes will consider the impact
on climate change, the environment
and how it contributes to achieving
the Sustainable Development Goals.
Operations will include research
by our vehicle dynamics group and
Centre for Transport Development
on a wide range of issues, such as
exhaust-related emissions, tyre
materials, braking systems, and
semi-autonomous and autonomous
vehicles.
For our smart cities research, we
will be working with team members
from different disciplines, including
social and environmental scientists,
economists, urban planners,
architects and lawyers. We need to
redesign and integrate living spaces
to promote social cohesion. We need
to restructure urban planning so that
people can live closer to work, reduce
travel expenses, take the pressure off
the roads and lead more affordable,
environmentally conscious lives. More
than ever before we are aware that the
future of our planet is in our hands! n
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Javett-UP, a Cabinet of Curiosities in
‘The Art of Africa’
Prof Vasu Reddy, Dean, Faculty of Humanities

The Javett-UP Art Centre is one of the most significant philanthropic ventures in South
Africa, promoting the arts and cultural heritage in Tshwane, as well as nationally and
internationally (through commissioned and loaned works).
curricular arts to serve both students
and communities.
Launched on Heritage Day 2019,
Javett-UP is already a distinctive
feature in the landscape of the capital
city, bridging the ‘town and the gown’
to make art accessible, relevant and
engaging. The Centre brings South
African and African art to the world,
and the world’s art to Africa by offering
an outstanding resource to artists,
members of the public, students and
academics of art history, curation, and
conservation. Importantly, Javett-UP
provides opportunities to reimagine
this sentinel space and explore our
shared past as we create collective
futures.

T

he Centre was designed to
be a ‘cabinet of curiosities’
(appropriating the Germanic
Kunstkabinett, meaning a notable
collection of objects) that houses
material culture and tangible heritage.
The collection includes material, such
as paper, books, fabrics, sculpture,
painting, architecture, design and
digital images, and intangible heritage,
such as events, performance and
traditions through sound, song,
movement, rhythm, colour, traditional
knowledge, belief and cultural
expression. Javett-UP responds to its
environment through art practice and
creative technologies by developing
opportunities that address our
complex and evolving society to
interrogate the meaning of democracy
and science by investing in the co-
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The Centre was launched with two
major exhibitions. The first, 101
Collecting Conversations: Signature
Works of a Century represented mainly
historical South African artworks,
and the All in Days Eye: The Politics
of Innocence was selected from the
Javett Foundation, which raises crucial
issues, such as gender-based violence.
The latter collection prompted a
critical debate about including work
by a convicted murderer, Zwelethu
Mthethwa, who is serving an 18year prison sentence for murdering
23-year-old Nokuphila Kumalo. The
Sex Workers Education and Advocacy
Task Force (SWEAT) and Candice
Breitz, whose video work was included
in the 101 Collecting Conversations
exhibition, both requested that the
work be removed from the exhibition.

In response, the curator, Gabi Ngcobo,
conducted a curatorial walkabout
of the exhibition, culminating in a
discussion of the work in situ.
The second major exhibition, National
Treasures: The Mapungubwe Gold
Collection and The AngloGold Ashanti
Barbier Mueller collections, also
received wide attention and proved
to be a popular attraction. The
Mapungubwe gold exhibition display
cabinet has been adjusted, and the
exhibition in the area housing the
ceramic collection is currently being
researched and designed using
material from the Mapungubwe
archive. The intention in the future is to
complete the Mapungubwe exhibition
with a virtual reality component.
Javett-UP is a collaborative, multiand transdisciplinary venue that
encourages debate about ideas,
methodologies, practices and
concerns of the art of Africa and, as a
platform, it is a catalyst and incubator
for education, creative production,
research, teaching and education. The
collections of the Centre, including
those housed at UP Archives and UP
museums, provide an environment
where objects can be studied and
explored by artists and academics
in the humanities and sciences to
set new standards in art curation,
conservation and education with an
African signature. The Centre also
provides a creative laboratory for
artists in residence (writers, visual

artists, musicians and scientists that
speak to the visual dimensions of their
disciplines).
Africa’s first master’s degree
programme in Tangible Heritage
Conservation that links the arts with
the sciences in an interdisciplinary
conversation is housed at JavettUP. The programme develops a
new generation of skilled heritage
conservators and encourages the idea
that science is achieved best through
its societal, creative and humanistic
contexts.
Researchers working at the Centre
are already exploring several diverse
research themes, with the promise of
bridging the divide between theory,
practice and creative production.
The Javett-UP focuses on the following
key aspects:

•

•

•

Strengthening the art and
scientific communities (interacting
with diverse publics and
eliminating boundaries and
controls).
Creating a unique niche in the
cultural ecology of UP and the
capital city of South Africa.
Supporting UP academics by
seeding developments across
faculties/disciplines and entities
(including Future Africa, Centres
and Museums and UP platforms)
in the broader University
environment.

•

Stimulating the UP
internationalisation strategy with
collaborations across the globe.

•

Supporting, either directly or
tangentially, teaching and learning
activities for student success at
undergraduate and postgraduate

levels, including transdisciplinary
initiatives across the University.
•

Underscoring our joint public
institution mission/mandate.

•

Developing the commitment of UP
to service and outreach.

•

Leveraging the arts that bring
new and returning visitors to the
campus, to expand supportive
linkages between town and gown.

Javett-UP is not merely an art centre
but is also a cultural facility and a
place for experimentation. The Centre
facilitates co-operation, partnerships,
and collaboration (from within the
University, across the continent and
beyond) by boosting local cultural
offerings, creating new opportunities
and contributing to the economy.n
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Faculty of
Humanities @100
Dr Bronwyn Strydom

The Faculty of Humanities celebrated its
centenary in 2019.
The celebrations were launched with the Dean’s Concert. Various performers,
including pianist, Steinway Artist and senior music lecturer Dr Ben Schoeman,
classical voice programme leader in the School of Arts, Dr Hanli Stapela, student
and mezzo-soprano Ms Monica Mhangwana and singer, vocal coach and UP staff
member, Mr Mxolisi Duda performed, in addition to the UP Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Mr Gerben Grooten.
The School of Arts, which encompasses the former departments of Music, Drama
and Visual Arts, was recognised during this event. The School is the new home
for the UP Symphony Orchestra, the Tuks Camerata Choir, as well as theatres,
galleries and other concert venues. Prof Karin Harris’ inaugural lecture as head
of the Faculty’s Department of Historical and Heritage Studies was entitled, ‘How
history blurs memory and archives obscure the truth: historical turns?’
To commemorate the centenary, the Faculty published a coffee table book by
Dr Bronwyn Strydom and UP Archives on the history of the Faculty over the last
century entitled Humanities 100: 1919 - 2019. It provides a series of vignettes to
reflect on the past and present, and represents snippets of some of the significant
contributions made by students and staff in shaping our shared histories. This
history attempts to bring together broader themes and trends, which were part of
the Faculty’s origin, growth and development over this period.
It is also a celebration of change, growth and renewal highlighting the dynamic
nature of the Faculty. This overview of the Faculty’s history has also shown it to be
a very responsive institution. The manner in which the Faculty has adapted and
reinterpreted itself over the course of a century of South African history which
was fraught with controversy and change, can be seen in the shifting priorities and
focus points of the Faculty.
Between 1919 and 2019 the Faculty of Humanities has had 16 deans. In 1930 UP
received university status, and the faculty has since awarded more than
4 500 master’s degrees and 1 216 doctorates (including honorary doctorates).
The Faculty has focused on third-stream income, opening up opportunities for
exciting new research areas on subjects such as the role of the public intellectual
within society, decolonisation and world inequalities. Postgraduate scholarship
opportunities have also increased within the faculty to encourage students to
further their studies.
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SOCIETAL
ISSUES
Societal Issues
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Flocking, the foundations of African
prosperity
Prof Liesel Ebersöhn, Director: Centre for the Study of Resilience

The Centre for the Study of Resilience (CSR) generates knowledge on well-being
responses to extreme challenges in the Global South.

T

he One Health lens of health and
well-being for People, Planet,
Animals and Built Environment
frames CSR transdisciplinary
knowledge building. Knowledge
from multiple disciplines is used to
examine trends of resilience-enabling
innovations that propel betterthan-expected outcomes, despite
chronic and cumulative challenges
that are characteristic of Africa as a
postcolonial space in transformation.

In her book, Flocking Together: An
Indigenous Psychology Theory of
Resilience in Southern Africa (Springer,
2019), Prof Liesel Ebersöhn, the
director of the Centre for the Study
of Resilience, presents evidence of
a tradition of flocking in response
to adversity as one cornerstone of
adaptation used in Africa by people
with predominantly interdependent
values and beliefs. With flocking,
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Africans add another option to a
global resilience repertoire that
people in distress around the world
can choose to employ other than
the familiar fight, flight, faint and
swarm responses. When Africans
experience challenges, they do not
run — they flock. The author describes
flocking as a signature resilience
response when people experience
collective distress and strive to enable
collective well-being. Flocking is the
processes of people coming together
to share social, collective, cultural
and economic resources — including

information, time, money or food.
Constant challenges, synonymous
with a Global South space, predict
negative outcomes, such as low
household income, the prevalence of
illness and disease overburdening the
limited healthcare infrastructure, and
low levels of academic achievement.
However, flocking is used as social
innovation not only to buffer people
against extreme hardship but also to
support people to attain unpredicted
positive outcomes despite a multiplicity
of ongoing challenges.

As a socio-economic-level response,
for example, societies (co-operatives
such as a stokvel) show how collective
resources are pooled and shared
in a just way. Smart partnership
agreements between neighbours
and within communities indicate
viable socio-economic patterns of
borrowing, lending, bartering and
reciprocal donations for mutual benefit
(for example, in terms of agricultural
ventures, having the use of a friend’s
tractor or sharing of available seeds).
However, dependence on flocking
support is not tolerated in the society.
Instead, reciprocal strategies are
negotiated to support a gradual
liberation from dependency towards
positions of pride, where social
resources are available for the benefit
of the collective.
To promote better-than-expected
health outcomes, flocking responses
graft onto existing social structures
at household and community levels.
Early identification of illness is possible,
as is assistance. Such help includes
transporting patients to clinics for
testing and completing admission
documents when patient literacy
levels are low. Patients are supported
in adhering to treatment regimens at
home, and home-based care is given
by friends volunteering to assist with
household chores, as well as feeding
and hygiene practices when disease is
widespread.
To enable unpredicted positive
education outcomes, teachers assist
with access by managing initiatives to
supply school uniforms, stationery,
and food packages. For optimal
development of learners, school
principals and teachers, in partnership
with non-governmental organisations
(NGOs) and faith-based organisations,
provide afterschool activities. Such
activities include crafts, sport, books
and reading sessions, culturally salient

singing and dancing opportunities, and
information technology experiences.
Flocking is used to mobilise the
available natural resources for the
benefit of a collective. An example
is school-based vegetable gardens.
Small-holding agriculture ventures
are initiated and managed in
school-community partnerships.
Teachers, learners, parents and
caregivers and small business
people use their collective resources
(time, labour, seeds, commitment)
to grow vegetables. Families in
need are provided with food,

government feeding programmes are
supplemented, and crops are sold to
generate income for the households of
collaborating partners or school funds.
The development story lived in African
communities is not one of apathy and
victimhood. Communities in Africa use
their values and capacities to survive
and prosper. Very often, communities
have solutions to the challenges
that confront them. Therefore,
development efforts should draw on
such existing capacities to support
communities in improving their
well-being. n
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Student use and response to online
learning resources
Dr William Kelleher, DSI - NRF Freestanding Postdoctoral Fellowship with the Unit for Academic Literacy

Non-English alternative
communication methods
used in South African
courts
Prof Kerstin Tönsing, Centre for Augmentative and Alternative Communication

The South African Constitution grants equal status
to all 11 official languages. Despite this commitment,
education and rehabilitation opportunities are severely
limited for persons from non-English language
backgrounds who suffer from communication
disabilities.

S
F

rom 2018 to 2020, Dr William
Kelleher, supervised by Prof
Adelia Carstens of the Faculty of
Humanities’ Unit for Academic
Literacy, was awarded one of only two
Department of Science and Innovation
(DSI) - National Research Foundation
(NRF) Freestanding Postdoctoral
Fellowships.
The project aim was to study digital
media and online learning platforms
as experienced by students in a way
that was differentiated from the
experiences of students in Western
Europe and North America where such
studies are usually based.
Students were asked to describe
their interactions with digital media,
with the focus being on the marked
linguistic choices and the implicatures,
orientations and positionings that
characterise interactions. Narrative
research is an interpretive approach
and a powerful means of uncovering
influences of power, access to
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resources and the manner in which
we interact with the objects that shape
our place within local networks.
The project has been able to collect a
series of interviews and self-recorded
participant data that illustrate how
digital media and the online insert
themselves in participants’ real-world
experiences. Transcribed audio data
has been completed with data on
the way that participants moved in
and around the UP campus and a
collection of photographs of artefacts
of the semiotic environment. This
methodology involving a combination
of subjective participant reporting
and objective data is in the process
of being published in the prestigious
Sociolinguistic Studies journal. Some
other highlights of the methodology
have been published in an article that
appeared in the linguistic magazine
Babel . Additionally the University of
Pretoria’s new Research Data platform
has been used to store some of the
interviews and self-collected data. n

uch people often have to contend
with double jeopardy. They are
marginalised not only by their inability
to use speech but also by a lack of
language-appropriate intervention
opportunities and material, as
augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC) systems are
available only in English.
Together with colleagues and students
at the Centre for Augmentative
and Alternative Communication,
Prof Kerstin Tönsing has been
researching the development of
AAC systems in various non-English
South African languages. Descriptive
studies on the perceptions of service
providers, and persons with severe
communication disabilities themselves,
underlined the urgent need for
such development. In conjunction
with the Department of African
Languages, vocabulary studies in
isiZulu, Sepedi and Afrikaans resulted
in vocabulary frequency lists that
can be used as a resource for the
construction of AAC systems that
require preselected vocabulary. The
text-to-speech voices in the 11 official

South African languages, developed
by colleagues at the Meraka Institute
at the CSIR, have been evaluated by
people with severe communication
disabilities. The development of an
isiZulu, picture-based AAC system
in collaboration with Ms Jocelyn
Mngomezulu (a master’s alumna),
as well as another collaborator with
severe communication disabilities, is
currently underway.

efforts of the legal team, social
worker, speech-language therapists,
and other colleagues who provided
training to the legal team, the
adolescent could testify in court using
the system. Hopefully, this case will
assist in recognising the role of such
additional and alternative forms of
communication and communication
support to facilitate access to justice
for those disadvantaged by severe
communication disabilities. n

The importance of such systems was
highlighted in court when a 14-yearold adolescent with cerebral palsy
and severe communication disabilities
was required to testify. The need to
be able to speak up often becomes
most apparent and urgent when an
individual’s rights are violated. In this
regard, Prof Tönsing was able to act
as an expert witness in the court
case, arguing for the use of a nonEnglish, picture-based, AAC system
(with vocabulary compiled by Prof
Tönsing) as a legitimate method of
communication in court testimonies.
The court ruled in favour of using
this system. Thanks to the concerted
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Creative writing

Spoken Afrikaans Corpus’

Prof David Medalie, Creative Writing Unit, Department of English

Prof Willie Burger, HOD, Department of Afrikaans

was short-listed for the Gerald Kraak
Award in 2017. It was published in
2018 by Jacana Media in an anthology,
‘As You Like It: The Gerald Kraak
Anthology’ (Vol. II). The anthology won
the 2019 Lambda Literary Award for
an LGBTQ Anthology (Fiction).

Prof David Medalie took over as the
new head of the Creative Writing Unit
at the beginning of 2018 and has been
extraordinarily successful in revitalising
the unit. Three PhD students have
since graduated, and more will follow
soon. The programme has attracted
both local and international students,
some of whom are already established
writers, for instance, playwright Mike
van Graan, poet Fiona Zerbst, novelist
and historian Fred Khumalo and
novelist, Barbara Adair. In addition,
Niq Mhlongo, a prize-winning novelist
and short story writer, was a Mellon
writer-in-residence at the University of
Pretoria and attached to the Unit for
Creative Writing from July to October
2019.
Prof Medalie received an award from
the NIHSS (National Institute for the
Humanities and Social Sciences) in
2019 for ‘Recognition’, an anthology of
short stories selected and introduced
by Prof Medalie and published by Wits
University Press in 2017. The anthology
was the winner in the category ‘Best
Fiction Edited Volume’. A short story by
Prof Medalie, ‘Borrowed by the Wind’
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Dr Charne Lavery is a young
researcher in the department whose
work speaks to interdisciplinary
possibilities. She is the co-editor
of a series ‘Maritime Literature
and Culture’ with colleagues at the
universities of Adelaide and Vienna
that accepted several manuscripts in
2019. She also co-edits a special issue
of the well-known journal Wasafiri:
A Journal of Postcolonial Writing
together with Steph Jones from the
University of Southampton. New
poetry, short stories and academic
articles on the subject of ‘Water’ have
been commissioned for this journal.
Her work on the National Research
Foundation Southern Oceanic
Humanities project has included
institutional representation on the
National Committee for the Scientific

Committee on Antarctic Research
(SCAR), Humanities representative.
Her work has been recognised by an
invitation for her to co-convene the
overarching Humanities panel at the
large SCAR Open Science Conference
with leading scholars Elizabeth
Leane and Klaus Dodds. In 2019, she
published an accredited article in Polar
Record and co-authored a chapter.
She attended two local and three
international conferences in 2019,
where she presented papers.
Another highlight for the Unit was the
publication by Dr Rebecca Fasselt of a
chapter ‘Decolonising the Afropolitan:
Intra-African Migrations in post-2000
Literature’ in the prestigious Handbook
of African Literature. n

Ms Suléne Pilon from the
Department of Afrikaans oversaw
the transcription part of a project to
compile a Spoken Afrikaans Corpus.
The project was funded by the Virtual
Institute for Afrikaans (VivA), and the
corpus is available free of charge (for
research purposes) from their website,
with other Afrikaans corpora also being
available.
Corpora (extensive collections of
annotated, electronically stored, and
machine-readable and searchable
data) are an essential component of
any usage-based linguistic study. A text
corpus comprises edited or unedited
written data, whereas a speech corpus
comprises orthographically and/

or phonetically transcribed spoken
data. Many written Afrikaans texts
have been collected into a written
Afrikaans corpus; however, previously,
not much spoken Afrikaans data
had been transcribed and made
available publicly as a corpus of
spoken Afrikaans. This project, in which
approximately 50 hours of spoken
data were transcribed, is an attempt to
fill the gap.
Because of her involvement with the
Spoken Afrikaans Corpus project, the
University of Stellenbosch asked Ms
Pilon to manage the annotation phase
of a project that attempts to improve
the accuracy of automatic language
identification systems. The project

attempts to identify code-switching,
which is a feature of all languages
in a multilingual environment such
as South Africa. Automatic language
identification systems are used in
various natural language processing
applications to automatically detect
the language of a text or a set of texts.
Code-switching, for example, using
English phrases within an isiZulu text,
negatively affects the accuracy of the
language identification systems. The
project, concluded at the end of 2019,
attempts to enable such systems
to detect and ignore instances of
code-switching, thereby improving the
accuracy of the systems. n

Tracking SDG progress
Prof Willem Fourie, Albert Luthuli Centre for Responsible Leadership

South Africa is developing
a coding system to track
research progress towards
the United Nations
Sustainable Development
Goals.

der Walt, who is the manager for
Digital Scholarship and Innovation
Digital Services and Systems at the
Department of Library Services,
and Messrs. Hannes Strydom and
Christopher Marais of the Centre for
Bioinformatics and Computational
Biology.

Known as the South African SDG Hub,
this national facility is hosted by the
University of Pretoria Future Africa
centre and was described briefly in
a letter published in the high-profile
journal Nature. Prof Willem Fourie
of the Albert Luthuli Centre for
Responsible Leadership is heading
this cross-disciplinary project. His
collaborators are Mr Isak van

With the support of the national
Department of Science and Innovation,
the South African SDG Hub collects,
classifies and disseminates publicly
available peer-reviewed research
from South Africa that contributes to
any of the topics covered by the 169
targets of the Sustainable Goals. The
first iteration of the hub (2017) was
compiled manually, but the process

is now being automated. The team
is currently completing an SDG text
classifier. n
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Indian Democracy:
origins, trajectories,
contestations

Evolving Public Space
Prof Karina Landman, Department of Town and Regional Planning

Prof Alf Gunvald Nilsen, Department of Sociology

More than 70 years after its founding, with Narendra
Modi’s authoritarian Hindu nationalists in government,
is the dream of Indian democracy still alive and well?
What happened to the idea of Indian democracy?

For the past 20 years, the South African government has
provided subsidised Reconstruction and Development
(RDP) houses to low-income communities to improve
their quality of life.

T

he location, construction quality,
has always posed a formidable
user participation and overall
challenge to its democracy,
sustainability of these houses have
with many believing that
been criticised. In contrast, self-help
a clash of identities based
housing has been highlighted as a
on region, language, caste,
method to ensure greater community
religion, ethnicity and tribe
involvement and choice.
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the Indian democratic project, examining its origins, trajectories and
contestations.

In addition to this work, Prof
Landman published a book, Evolving
Public Space in South Africa: Towards
Regenerative Space
in the Post-apartheid
City, in which the
transformation
of public space
in the country is
highlighted. Drawing
on examples from
major cities, she
demonstrates that
such spaces in
various parts of the
city are not only
becoming wasted
space but also are
being adapted
and evolved to
accommodate new
users and uses.

through continuously emerging
and mutating forms, functions and
meanings. n

This evolution
process tends
to challenge the
traditional visions
and general global
views of declining
public space in cities.
Instead, the process
demonstrates
the resilience of
the spaces and
the potential for
regeneration
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Conversational thinking

His work represents a robust
contribution not only to the field of
African philosophy but also to the
overall African intellectual history
and various fields of African studies.
The method and logic represent
frameworks that African scholars
and thinkers, especially those in
the humanities, can appropriate to
advance their research areas and
specific topics.

Dr Jonathan Okeke, Department of Philosophy

O

ver the last eight years, the
research conducted by
Dr Jonathan Chimakonam Okeke
of the Department of Philosophy has
focused on addressing foundational
issues in the discipline of African
philosophy as a tradition in its own
right. These foundational issues, which
have yet to be addressed adequately in
the literature, have three components,
namely Historiography, Methodology
and Logic . This work culminated in
2019 with the publication of Ezumezu:
A System of Logic for African Philosophy
and Studies. Ezumezu logic is a system
of logic formulated by Dr Okeke that
can ground methods and theories in
African philosophy. He also devised
a method of philosophising, called
conversational thinking, and developed
a theory that unveils new concepts and
opens new vistas for thought, called
conversational philosophy.
Other research highlights in 2019
included the co-authorship of a
second book, New Conversations on
the Problems of Identity, Consciousness
and Mind, the authorship and co-
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authorship of several journal articles,
published in the Filosofia Theoretica:
Journal of African Philosophy, Culture
and Religions, Journal of Intercultural
Studies, the Journal of Asian and
African Studies, Phronimon and the
African Human Rights Law Journal. The
highpoint of his academic activities
in 2019 was an invitation to deliver
a lecture at the 16th International
Congress on Logic, Methodology and
Philosophy of Science and Technology
(CLMPST), held at the Institute of
Philosophy, Czech Academy of
Sciences, Czech Technical University,
Prague. The topic of this lecture was
‘Decolonising Scientific Knowledge
Morality, Politics and a New Logic’.
Dr Okeke also co-organised the third
African Philosophy World Conference,
held at the University of Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania. He presented a paper titled
‘What is this thing called conversational
thinking?’
The value of these accomplishments
is undisputed, not only for the field of
African philosophy but also for African
scholarship as a whole. Some Western

His contributions relate and respond
to various calls in the literature for a
breakthrough in African scholarship,
resonating with research by peers
about decoloniality.

scholars, including Immanuel Kant
and David Hume, held disparaging
views on Africans as rational beings.
Georg Hegel dismissed the continent
as having not contributed to the
building of modern civilisation, and
Hugh Trevor-Roper doubted whether
any intellectual originality would ever
come out of Africa. The creative work
of Dr Okeke helps to dispute such false
notions and re-write history.
Dr Okeke has lectured or conducted
research at the University of Calabar,
Nigeria (2013–2018), and the University
of Johannesburg (2017–2019), before
joining the University of Pretoria in
2018. His teaching areas and research
interests include the History and
Method of African Philosophy, Logic,
Environmental Ethics, Gender Studies,
Philosophy of Mind, Poverty, and
Decolonial thinking . He is the author,
co-author, editor and co-editor of
approximately 80 published books,
journal articles, edited anthologies and
chapters. His research aims over the
last eight years comprised addressing
the foundational lacuna and breaking
new grounds in African philosophy.

In addition to the focus on history,
method and logic of African
philosophy, Dr Okeke has also broken
new ground on feminism and gender
studies, environmental ethics, rights,
autonomy, justice, race and identity,
poverty and intercultural philosophy.
He takes pride in his research
going beyond advocacy to propose
methodological and theoretical ideas
that extend the frontiers of knowledge
from the African perspective.
Dr Okeke was awarded the Jens
Jacobsen Award for Outstanding
Research in Philosophy in 2016.
He plays an active role in broader
philosophical academia as African
philosophy area editor in the Internet
Encyclopedia of Philosophy. He is
member of nearly a dozen professional
philosophy bodies and board member
of The Conversational Society of
Philosophy and the African Philosophy
Society, and was board member of
the International Society for Universal
Dialogue (ISUD). Dr Okeke is currently
collaborating with colleagues from
different universities on various
research projects. He is also working
on new manuscripts on the topics of
decoloniality, historiography of African
philosophy, encyclopaedia of African
ethics, and others. n

Multidisciplinary research
collaboration on urban
household water use with
a project-based learning
component for students
Prof Claire Wagner, Department of Psychology
Dr Jacques du Toit, Department of Town and Regional Planning

T

he Departments of Psychology
(Prof Claire Wagner) and Town
and Regional Planning (Dr Jacques
du Toit), collaborated with the Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR)’s Smart Places Unit to conduct
a national study on urban household
water use.
Data were collected in 2018 and
2019 and involved household surveys
and focus groups with residents in
six metropolitan cities. While the
CSIR’s main focus was to inform
national policy on water demand-side
management instruments, UP’s focus
was on household behaviour with
regard to water use practices and
Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)
measures at plot level, including water
harvesting and grey-water recycling. In
addition, UP sought to actively involve
students in this project-based learning
opportunity.
The master’s research psychology and
a group of fourth year urban planning

students collaborated with the CSIR’s
project team and their respective
course lecturers on different phases of
the project. The students participated
in fieldworker training workshops
presented by the CSIR and joined the
fieldwork teams for the household
surveys and focus groups. This
provided the students with a space
for learning about research in the
real-world as part of a multidisciplinary
team and a chance to engage with a
science council.
Preliminary findings suggest that
households are more likely to respond
to instruments that would assist them
to conserve water and implement
WSUD measures, rather than punitive
instruments such as fines, increasing
the cost of water, or naming and
shaming certain neighbourhoods.
Such assistance would require active
involvement from environmental
psychologists, urban planners and
water managers. n
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Internet use: benefit or risk to South
African students?
Department of Social Work and Criminology

E

ducational institutions increasingly
use the advantages of online
technologies to make teaching more
accessible, especially as the internet is
possibly more agreeable to students
who belong to the so-called ‘digital
generation’.

Dr Herna Hall

Prof Stephan Geyer

Dr Liana le Roux
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However, the question arises
whether using the internet poses
risks to South African students.
Worldwide, the internet has opened
many opportunities for enhancing
communication, knowledge and
connection with others; consequently,
internet use has become the norm
for many people globally. Internet
platforms are used for extrinsic
reasons, for example, academic,
work-related and economic activities,
as well as for intrinsic reasons, such
as recreational and social activities.
Despite the numerous advantages
of the internet, excessive internet
use (typically more than 40 hours
per week) could lead to, what is
termed, problematic internet use
(PIU). PIU typically has adverse effects
on multiple domains of people’s
lives, including their academic
and professional performance,
interpersonal relationships and quality
of sleep.
Teaching and learning practices at
universities often resort to online
modalities of teaching and assessment
to capitalise on the unique possibilities
offered by the internet. In this context,
the adverse effects of internet use
could be overlooked. Students are
regarded as an at-risk group for PIU
given the unique characteristics of
student life, including newly found

freedom, the risk of social isolation
in the larger student population and
the availability of more unstructured
time. Owing to a lack of research
within the South African context and,
in particular, by social work scholars,
Prof Stephan Geyer, Dr Herna Hall
and Dr Liana le Roux conducted a
study exploring the internet use of a
sample of undergraduate students
at UP. The work was published as a
developmental social work perspective
on Problematic Internet Use among
university students in the Southern
African Journal of Social Work and Social
Development.

Most respondents of the study
accessed the internet using cell
phones, laptops and/or desktop
computers, mainly on the campus
and at their places of residence. The
students used the internet mainly for
extrinsic reasons, such as assignments
(98%) and academic purposes (86%).
As regards using the internet for
intrinsic reasons, boredom and
friendships (both approximately 67%)
were the most prominent factors.
Although the study was not intended
to measure PIU, the results did show
four indicators of PIU. These indicators
of PIU, namely tolerance, escape
from problems, loss of control and
introversion, showed an apparent
increasing engagement using the
internet at the cost of person-toperson contact, and appear to link
with the respondents’ intrinsic reasons
for internet use. ‘Tolerance’ implies
the need to increase online activities
continuously to achieve the desired
effect (for example joy), and ‘escape

from problems’ relates to using the
internet to avoid real-life contact
and to deal with problems such as
depression and loneliness. ‘Loss of
control’ involves using the internet
for prolonged periods and finding
it difficult to reduce the time spent
online. ‘Introversion’’ manifests in
withdrawal from social interaction
and using the internet to deal with
low self-esteem. Accordingly, social
workers and other professionals,
including those employed in student
support centres, need to be aware of
the phenomenon when encountering
students who present with symptoms
associated with PIU.
Universities play an indispensable role
in the promotion of students’ rights
to education, investment in human
capital, and the resulting promotion
of human dignity. If universities failed
to respond to students using the
internet excessively, the students’
potential to achieve at least two
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

could be impeded. These are Goal
3: Ensure healthy lives and promote
wellbeing for all at all ages, and Goal
4: Ensure inclusive and equitable
quality education and promote lifelong
learning for all.
The novelty of this research is the
endeavours of the researchers
to challenge the status quo of
treatment regimens and to propose
developmental social work services to
address the symptoms of PIU among
students. Developmental social work
is an approach to social work services
aligned with the social development
welfare model for South Africa that
was adopted in 1997.
In accordance with the model,
emphasis should be placed on
preventive services, such as awareness
campaigns and life skills programmes,
as well as early intervention services,
such as group work and peer selfhelp groups that target the most
vulnerable students. In addition,
counselling must be made available
to students in need of such support.
University management should
make sufficient provision for student
support services, including services
for prevention, early intervention and
treatment levels. Equally important
are awareness campaigns targeting
lecturers and students, and awareness
of the unintended consequences of
prolonged internet use.
In addition to the paper mentioned
above, this research also yielded
articles published previously in
Practice: Social Work in Action (2018)
and Perspectives in Education (2017),
and one national conference paper. n
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Linking Theory to Practice in
Management –

Low-income consumers

The role of the GIBS Case Study Hub

Dr Kerry Chipp is a senior lecturer at the Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS). Dr Chipp has long
sought to understand consumers in emerging markets,
and her research has led to a focus on power, inequality
and, recently, on how to build inclusive spaces.

Dr Kerry Chipp, Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS)

Prof Albert Wöcke, Gordon Institute of Business Science

Case teaching is a core part of a business school’s teaching methodology as the
quality of our students are measured by the quality of decisions they make.
The African context provides additional
dilemmas that are rarely seen in
Western cases and GIBS has cases
about social entrepreneurs, state
capture, innovation in emerging
markets, talent management,
leadership and government relations.
GIBS is able to do this because we
are close to business and our faculty
are trusted. GIBS has produced an
increasing amount of case studies that
are published and used internationally.
They have been recognized by the top
international case clearing houses who
distribute their cases internationally.

A

good case study is one that
is akin to real life real-life and
puts the student in the shoes of
the general manager who needs to
make a decision or choice. Cases
are not simply good stories, they
provide opportunities to apply theory
to real-life problems or dilemmas.
The Gordon Institute of Business
Science (GIBS)’ cases are of a high
standard and often replace US-based
cases with African and South African
contexts. As a result, GIBS’ cases
are used by business schools across
the continent and by students in
Europe and North America wanting to
learn more about doing business in
emerging markets, Africa and South
Africa.
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GIBS created the Case Study Hub to
improve and enhance case writing
and case studies through mentoring,
guiding and quality control of cases
published under the name of GIBS and
the University of Pretoria. The Case
Study Hub has a panel of experienced
case writers who have won several
awards, supported by an experienced
case writer who coordinates the
copywriters and proof-readers
and tracks the cases through the
publication process. In 2020 Prof
Caren Scheepers was recognized as
Case Writer of the Year by the Case
Centre. Prof Scheepers is a prolific
case writer, with particular focus on
contextual leadership.

opportunity to participate in the
teaching of the cases. It is a special
experience for the students and the
company when complex dilemmas are
dissected, using good theory.
At present, GIBS has good
relationships with the most important
international case clearing houses and
GIBS cases can be accessed through
Harvard Business Publishing, the
Ivey Case Centre and Emerald. They
are collaborating more often with
international faculty who have seen the
quality of relationships that GIBS has
with the business community.
In 2019, GIBS produced 13
international peer-reviewed case
studies across multiple disciplines that
were published and distributed across
the world. The Covid-19 pandemic
has challenged business management
scholars to find or adapt material to
teach. The lockdown forced managers
to make ethical and business decisions
in an unprecedented context and
anticipate how their business models
and strategies would be affected.
Current theory was not written with
this context in mind and GIBS is
responding with a series of short minicase studies to address this need.

F

rom early on, this included a view of
how emerging markets could differ
and how market researchers in the
developed world could learn from such
difference.
In a research report published in
the European Journal of Marketing,
Dr Chipp discussed the need for
low-income and socially excluded
consumers to be treated with respect
and included in retail spaces. The
study includes an assessment of how
and why low-income consumers are
treated with respect and disrespect
in retail environments. Dr Chipp and
her co-authors, Prof Adam Lindgreen
of Copenhagen Business School, and
GIBS alumna, Ms Patricia Williams,
developed the concept of ‘value

in acquisition’ — the value arising
from how products and services are
acquired. For example, low-income
consumers will be loyal to retailers
who build inclusive spaces where
consumers are treated with respect.
As South Africa navigates a path into
mature democracy, a new emerging
middle class has arisen, albeit
alongside conditions of abject poverty.
Dr Chipp, together with Prof Nicola
Kleyn and a GIBS alumnus and former
lecturer, Mr Thando Manzi, initially
investigated how the emergent middle
class navigates their experience.
Later, the group investigated the
relationship between the middle
class and their working-class families
through the phenomenon of ‘black

tax’. This phenomenon refers to the
social pressure on South Africa’s
emerging, mostly black, middle class
to support their extended family
financially. During the study, Dr Chipp
developed the concept ‘through the
pyramid’, meaning that South Africa’s
class structure is a web of family
relationships and responsibilities that
span classes. A paper on the topic,
titled ‘Through the Pyramid’, was
published in the European Business
Review. The document reports the
investigation of an insurance service
that could help alleviate the burden
of black tax and extend insurance
coverage to less-affluent people.
This manuscript was co-written with
alumnus, Dr Marcus Carter, and GIBS
faculty member, Dr Manoj Chiba. n

Many firms welcome the opportunity
to embark on the case study process
with GIBS due to the opportunity to
showcase their company and the
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Heritage Books
Impossible
Return
Prof Siona
O’Connell,
School of
the Arts
An Impossible
Return: Cape
Town’s Forced
Removals by
Prof Siona
O’Connell of
the School
of the Arts focuses on the forced
removals of people from their homes
during the 1970s in accordance with
the previous government’s policies
on land. The untold truths and unjust
realities are brought to light through
the stories told in this book. More
than 40 years later, families still feel
the pain from losing the lives they

State of the Nation:
Poverty and Inequality
Prof Vasu Reddy, Dean of Humanities,
Department of Sociology

knew. In many suburbs around South
Africa, a traumatic loss of community
and belonging occurred as families
were forced into designated areas
determined by the government.
Professor O’Connell’s family was
affected by the policy, and this story
is, therefore, quite personal. She is
one of the lucky few who were able to
change their predetermined narrative.
Others were not so lucky, as reiterated
through the stories she captures in the
book.
Impossible Return was written as
part of an ongoing project through
the University of Pretoria. The
documentary, An Impossible Return,
was released in 2015, after the death
of David Brown the photographer
who contributed images to the book.
Prof O’Connell continued to identify
the names behind the faces from
photos taken decades ago. Once

this was done and the interviews
started, many people, including those
who had moved into the houses
after the removals, had a chance to
reflect on the past. It was painful and
emotional for everyone involved. Such
conversations continue to take place
and help to solve the problems left by
the past. n

Sociolinguistics and the Narrative Turn
Prof Rada Tirvassen, HOD, Department of Modern European Languages
Sociolinguistics and the Narrative
Turn presents a fresh approach to
sociolinguistics. Using qualitative
research methods, this monograph
proposes an alternative method for
generating knowledge in the field.
The text offers a critique of some
guiding principles of traditional
sociolinguistics. The study focuses
on the interpretation of events,
circumstances and contexts that
provide a structure and pattern
for people’s beliefs in relation
to the meanings pertinent to
their experiences in relation
to language. In a conventional
approach to sociolinguistics, the
interpretation of the language
phenomenon is not only
decontextualised but usually

also stripped of
human experience.
This study offers a
counter argument
that motivates
why a qualitative
narrative approach
to knowledge generation can offer different
perspectives. This important monograph
renews the theorisation of the relationship
between language and society.
Authored by Prof Rada Tirvassen, a Mauritian
national and HOD of the Department of
Modern European Languages, he has
published extensively in French on Mauritius
and on the islands of the Indian Ocean. In his
research, he adopts both a sociolinguistic and
a psycholinguistic perspective. n

State of the Nation is a volume
in the Human Science Research
Council (HSRC) Press series’ flagship
publication. It focuses on critical
analysis of key political and socioeconomic issues in South Africa.
The volume offers a diagnosis,
prognosis and responses to the
vexed intertwined wicked problem of
poverty and inequality. The complexity
of poverty and inequality in South
Africa, and the multiple factors
behind it, require that explanations
which account for its durability and
persistence. These explanations
focus on the multiple facets and
interrelationships of poverty and

inequality,
and how, in
their reach
into the
everyday
experience of South Africans, they
work. Co-edited with the Department
of Sociology’s Prof Vasu Reddy by
Prof Crain Soudien (HSRC), and Prof
Ingrid Woolard (Stellenbosch), the
volume contains empirically rich and
conceptual chapters that provide
critical engagement with poverty
and inequalities as complex and
multidimensional issues. The volume
asks some key questions. Is there a
South African explanation of poverty

The Night Trains
Prof Charles van Onselen, Centre for the
Advancement of Scholarship, Department of
Historical and Heritage Studies
In human
terms,
the price
exacted
from
across
the African subcontinent for South
Africa’s stalled 20th century industrial
revolution remains mostly hidden
from history. The people of southern
Mozambique probably paid the
highest price for the development
of South Africa’s primary industry.
These people, bent double beneath
the historical loads of forced labour
and slavery, were sold-off en masse as
contracted labourers to the new coal
and gold mines of the Witwatersrand.
The motive for the Portuguese
administration of Mozambique to
engage in this practice was the
determination to secure a guaranteed
volume of rail traffic for its east coast
port. In his book, The Night Trains —

Moving Mozambican Miners to and
from the Witwatersrand Mines, 1902–
1955, Prof Charles van Onselen,
a research fellow in the Centre for
the Advancement of Scholarship
and affiliated with the Department
of Historical and Heritage Studies
traces an iniquitous intercolonial
agreement for the exploitation of ultracheap black labour in the extractive
industries. Such exploitation was
dependent on the use of the steam
locomotive on the transnational
railway linking Johannesburg and
Lourenço Marques (Maputo). The
privately operated, nightly labour trains
running between Booysens station in
Johannesburg and the Komatipoort/
Ressano Garcia station on the
Mozambique–South Africa border,
left deep scars in the urban and rural
cultures of black communities. The
wounds were expressed in the form
of popular songs, such as Stimela and

and inequality? How does this compare
to other contexts and countries? How
can the discussion on poverty and
inequality be taken forward? Is wealth
taxation a viable instrument to reduce
wealth inequality in South Africa? n

Shosholoza
or in a belief
in nocturnal
witches’ trains
that captured
and conveyed
zombie
workers to
the region’s
most
unpopular
places of
employment.
It is possible
to reconstruct
how racial
thinking,
expressed logistically, reflected the
evolving systems of segregation and
apartheid by tracing the up- and
down-rail journeys undertaken by
black migrants over half a century.
Mozambican migrant labour formed
an integral part of a mostly hidden,
parallel universe that created the
wealth of 20th century South Africa
and some of the deepest roots of an
on-going terrible lie, to this very day,
besides the rails of the Eastern Main
Line. n
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Abidjan Principles:
The right to education
Prof Ann Skelton, UNESCO Chair: Education Law in Africa

I

Professor Ann Skelton, the
incumbent in the UNESCO
Chair: Education Law in
Africa was the chairperson
of the international
expert drafting group
that drafted the Abidjan
Principles on the right
to education and
regulation of private
education, which were
adopted in Cote d’Ivoire
in February 2019. She is
also a member of the UN
Committee on the Rights
of the Child.
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n a piece that appeared on
the website of the Network for
International Policies and Cooperation
in Education and Training (NORRAG),
Prof Skelton described the Abidjan
Principles as important, noting that if
all children get access to free, quality
education, they can reach their full
potential within their lifetimes, no
matter how poor they start out. As the
UN Committee on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights put it so powerfully
in their General Comment no 13:
‘Education is the primary vehicle by
which the socially and economically
marginalised adults and children can
lift themselves out of poverty.’
International human rights standards
set out the right to education, and
demand equal access to education
through providing education free of
charge as effectively and expeditiously
as possible. In SDG 4, the majority of
states have committed to providing
free education at pre-primary, primary,
and secondary education by 2030.
Human rights treaties also allow for
the liberty to establish and maintain
private educational institutions,
provided that they are regulated by
the state. This liberty is grounded in
ideas such as freedom of religion and
culture, and also protection against
an authoritarian state or a neglectful
state that does not provide access
to education that is acceptable to
individuals or groups. This origin is
understandable, and its inclusion
in international law instruments
has created a space for non-profit
education providers, many of which
have good intentions and are in fact
providing education for the poor and

marginalized in situations where the
state simply is not providing it. This,
in turn, has fostered situations in
some states where governments have
simply reneged on their obligation to
provide free quality public education
for all, content to let others fill the
gap. It has also created situations
where commercial entities have seen
a gap in what they see as a market,
and sought to take advantage of
this by commodifying learning and
taking quality education out of the
reach of the many, leaving poor
children stranded in worsening public
education systems. Regrettably, the
standard of education in low fee
private schools is not always good – so
parents are not only paying for what
should be provided to them free of
charge, but are in many cases being
short-changed.
The Abidjan Principles remind us that
education is not for sale. The principles
reiterate the duties of states to provide
equal access to quality education, all of
which may have been said before. But
the principles go much further than
any other document on delineating the
obligations of states to regulate private
education. In essence, the principles
require states to impose public service
obligations on private actors involved
in education. States must design
and enforce minimum standards
with which the private actors must
comply, and ensure monitoring and
accountability. Financing is a difficult
issue – the principles reinforce the fact
that the international law does not
oblige states to fund private education,
and that states should rather prioritise
the funding of public education.

The Abidjan Principles state that
public funding of private educational
institutions should meet certain
requirements. Notably, it should
be a time-bound measure, should
not create a foreseeable risk of
impairing the public education
system, nor allow a diversion of funds
that amounts to an impermissible
retrogressive measure. The Principles
list the situations in which states
should not fund private educational
institutions – including those that are
discriminatory, don’t adhere to the
minimum standards, or that contribute
to adverse systemic impact on the
right to education. This may seem
rather a tall order – but we must
remember, this does not prevent these
institutions from continuing to exist,
it only operates against the idea of
government paying them to exist.

Ultimately, the Abidjan Principles aim
to remind states of their obligations –
they must lift up the poorest and most
marginalized children and ensure their
access to quality education – in schools
as good as those their own children
attend. No looking for someone else
to fill the gap, no folding of hands or
shrugging of shoulders about the state
of the public education system, no
cosying up to multi-billionaires who
offer kickbacks in return for contracts
or spaces to run profit-making schools.
The Abidjan Principles guide states
back to the basics – providing access
to quality education in public schools,
for all, and ensuring that the liberty
to establish and maintain private
educational institutions does not
impede that task. The principles were
drafted by a group of eminent human

rights experts, which I had the honour
to chair, and they provide a solid
legal framework, grounded in existing
international law, that will hopefully
become a reference point to advance
the debates on the role of the State
and private actors in education. I
hope that states and international
organisations will seize the guidance
of his new text in the fulfilment of
their obligations. The hundreds of
civil society organisations, citizens,
and communities that have engaged
in the development process of the
Principles will surely use that guidance
to demand accountability for the right
to education. n
Adapted from Prof Skelton’s
description of the Abidjan principles
for NORRAG
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Mapungubwe Archives
secure funding
Dr Sian Tiley-Nel, Head of UP Museums, Curator Mapungubwe Collection &
Mapungubwe Archive

be the formalised home of the only
Mapungubwe Archive in SA.

UP is the proud host
of the country’s most
comprehensive collection
of archaeological and
historical material
associated with
Mapungubwe, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site.
The Mapungubwe
Collection &
Mapungubwe Archive
is curated by Dr Sian
Tiley-Nel (Head of the
UP Museums) and the
Mapungubwe gold
collection is on permanent
display at the National
Treasures exhibition in the
Javett Art Centre at UP.

Since 2001, the US Ambassador’s
Fund for Cultural Preservation has
provided global financial support to
significant cultural heritage projects
around the world. Its purpose is to
demonstrate respect for the world’s
cultural heritage. Over 100 countries
competed for this grant, with UP’s
Mapungubwe Archive representing a
collection from South Africa. This is the
second time the University has been
honoured with this grant, the first
occurrence being in 2013. During that

funding period, UP Museums received
an award for the conservation of the
middle Iron Age ivory and bone tool
collection from Mapungubwe, which
is now on permanent exhibition. It
is a rare occurrence for a university
museum to receive this grant twice.
It suggests that UP is becoming a
local leader in its preservation and
conservation efforts and the UP
Museums have become ambassadors
for conservation in higher education.
The US Embassy’s Charge d’Affaires
said that UP’s proposal was selected in
recognition of its important local and
future global impact.

Documents and photographic records
that will be preserved with the support
of this grant relate to important
aspects of colonial and apartheid
history. It includes, among other
things, oral histories, cartographic
records and photographs, as well as
personal and formal correspondence.
These items have been collected
through UP’s research of Mapungubwe
since 1933, and since 2000, under Dr
Tiley-Nel’s curatorship, research and
preservation efforts have exponentially
expanded. The Mapungubwe Archive
preservation project is set to be
completed by April 2021. The archive
requires the creation of a stable
and controlled archival environment
that includes internal housing, and
acid-free storage and boxing for the
primary archival records. Two museum
archive team are currently knee-deep
in sorting, appraising, cataloguing and
preserving well-over 60 000 historical
documents and photographs. The
preservation of this archive will leave a

Sian Tiley-Nel & Helma Steenkamp

lasting legacy as it is envisaged that the
Mapungubwe Archive will institutionally
later become part of the UP Archives,
one of the best university archives in
South Africa.

5
8

EIGHTY-FIVE YEARS
The University of Pretoria
through the lens of the
Mapungubwe Archive

I

n its efforts to preserve this valuable
cultural heritage, the Archive was
awarded a R830 000 grant through
the US Ambassador’s Fund for Cultural
Preservation (AFCP). The grant is
currently being used to preserve
irreplaceable documentary and
photographic historical records related
to the Mapungubwe Archive. UP will
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1933 – 2018

Dr Tiley-Nel’s PhD research focused
on the contest early history of
the Mapungubwe Archive in the
Department of Historical and Heritage
Studies. In addition, a photographic
publication, Eight-Five years on the
Mapungubwe Archive, co-authored with
Ms Helma Steenkamp, was launched.
The long-term goal of the preservation
project is to increase the sustainability
and accessibility of institutional
archives and to create awareness of
its historical material as a primary
research resource. Digitisation has
commenced selectively to have the
records digitised for ease of access
for students and researchers. Over
the next few years the Mapungubwe
Archive will develop onto wider global
platforms such as Google Arts &
Culture. This will not only bring about
valuable research opportunities,
supported by a once-untapped archive
but also bring Mapungubwe to the
local South African community, to
the continent and to international
recognition. n
Article adapted from a piece that
first appeared in UP’s GRASP
publication
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Quality Decision-Making
Dr Charlene Lew, Gordon Institute of Business Science

Studies on decision-making indicate that good decisions
depend not only on the choice architecture of the
decision situation itself but also on the underlying
behavioural decision-making processes of the decisionmaker.

published in the Journal of Behavioural
Finance (Potential underdog bias,
overconfidence and risk propensity in
investor decision-making behaviour).
The authors show degrees of
overconfidence in investment decisionmakers similar to those of other
investor groups and the general
population. However, the findings
indicate that underdog bias decreases
confidence in decision-making. In a
practical sense, this finding underlines
the need for investors to become
aware of biases that could affect the
quality of their investment decisions
under uncertainty.

T

his aspect has been the research
focus of Dr Charlene Lew at the
Gordon Institute of Business Science
(GIBS), who studies the thinking
competencies and choice architectures
that enable high-quality decisions in
multiple contexts.
A paper, reporting research into ethical
decision-making and the microelements of ethics, such as the good
and uncritical thoughts of mindfulness
in relation to ethical choice, has been
published in the Journal of Business
Ethics. The paper, Mindfulness, moral
reasoning and responsibility: Towards
virtue in ethical decision-making, was
co-authored with Cherise Small, a
former MBA student of Prof Lew. The
study findings show that the trait of
being mindful is essential to being a
morally responsible decision-maker.
This finding emphasises the practical
relevance of developing the moral self
for improved decision-making.
As regards investment decisionmaking, Dr Lew and co-author, Sean
Combrink, examined the influence
of attitudes of overconfidence or
an underdog bias (the sense that
one is successful despite unfair
disadvantages in life) and risk
propensity in relation to decision
quality. Their research report was
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The application of behavioural insights
into effective decision-making extends
to the domain of strategic decisionmaking. Dr Lew and co-authors, Göran
Svensson from Kristiana University
in Norway and colleague, Danielle
Meyerowitz, published two papers
on scenario-thinking and -planning
in strategic decision-making. One
paper (Formal and informal scenarioplanning in strategic decision-making:
An assessment of corporate reasoning)
was published in the Journal of
Business and Industrial Marketing. This
research addressed the gap in the
manner scenario-planning is used
in uncertain and complex contexts,
yielding an assessment tool for formal
and informal approaches to scenarioplanning in strategic decision-making.
In the other study, a framework
was constructed of the thinking
competencies that enable strategic
decision-making, of which scenariothinking forms part.

heuristics or decision shortcuts are
effective in uncertain situations, such
as an organisation confronted with
turnaround conditions. The research,
together with a former student,
Loven Govender, shows that several
elements of the decision cues, such
as time allocated or cost of decision
information, determine the effective
heuristics that decision-makers follow.
Doctor Lew has a new research project
to examine, in an experimental design,
how ethical priming affects financial
decision-making intent when managers
are confronted with conflicting
loyalties.
Together, these research outputs
show the importance of understanding
decision-making behaviour, including
traits, attitudes and thinking
competencies, on the one hand, and
choice architecture, on the other hand,
to support improving the quality of
decision-making. n

Doctor Lew’s ongoing research focuses
on how choices are constructed to
drive specific decision behaviours. She
has presented findings showing that
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Using smartphones to screen for
hearing health
Prof De Wet Swanepoel, Department of Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology

Hearing loss is a leading contributor to the global burden of disease, affecting more
than a billion people. In low- and middle-income countries, less than 5% of people
who can benefit from treatments such as hearing aids do actually receive them.
applications for hearing screening, in
which he, together with international
collaborators from Europe and the
USA, reviews current evidence and
challenges. One of the applications
discussed is hearZA, an application
developed by Prof Swanepoel and
his team as a national hearing test
for South Africa that provides a free
screening test. To date, the hearing of
more than 60 000 South Africans has
been tested with this application, and
the technology has been included in a
World Health Organization application
called hearWHO.

P

rof De Wet Swanepoel is a
professor in the Department
of Speech-Language Pathology
and Audiology in the Faculty of
Humanities. His research is focused
on making hearing care accessible
and affordable by capitalising on
trends in technology and connectivity.
His translational research has led
to several applied digital hearing
solutions that make population-based
screening for hearing loss possible by
using mobile phones.
During 2019, Prof Swanepoel
published three papers in a special
edition on hearing loss by the
prestigious high-impact journal Bulletin
of the World Health Organization.
One of these papers was an invited
perspective on using mobile
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In another joint paper in this edition,
with collaboration by co-authors from
Johns Hopkins and Duke universities,
a demonstration is presented of the
potential to move hearing care out
of clinics into community-based care
models. In particular, the work led by
Prof Swanepoel is highlighted as an
example of what such models can
achieve. The third paper reports an
original large-scale project offering
hearing and vision screenings in
preschool centres in Khayelitsha and
Mitchells Plain.
The hearZA application is a twominute smartphone test providing
early identification of hearing and
vision problems, typically even before
children start school. The application
is designed for use by general medical
personnel, including lay healthcare
practitioners. The screening set
includes a smartphone with pre-

loaded screening software and a
purpose-built set of headphones.
Professor Swanepoel serves as Editorin-Chief for the prestigious journal, the
International Journal of Audiology, and
is past president of the International
Society of Audiology. He is co-founder
of and scientific advisor to the hearX
Group, a digital hearing-health
company.
In acknowledgement of Prof
Swanepoel’s national and international
contribution to the field of audiology,
the South African Speech-LanguageHearing Association presented him
with the prestigious Fellowship Award
at its national conference in 2019. n

CLEVER Maternity Care
Dr Sarie Oosthuizen, Department of Family Medicine

The poor care that some women receive during
childbirth is an issue of concern within South African
healthcare.

A

research team headed by Dr Sarie
Oosthuizen of the Department
of Family Medicine has been assisting
the state in response to this problem.
Dr Oopsthuizen is the leader of the
district clinical specialist team (DCST)
of Tshwane District Health Service
of Gauteng Department of Health.
The implementation team consists of
DCST midwife RN Refilwe Malatji,
obstetrician Dr Antonella Silver and
midwife RN Elizabeth Sithole.
Dr Anne-Marie Bergh of the Research
Centre for Maternal, Fetal, Newborn
and Child Health provides research
support, together with Prof Bob
Pattinson (obstetrician) and Prof Ute
Feucht (paediatrician).
CLEVER Maternity Care is an
intervention package implemented on
multiple levels in the health system to
improve the quality of respectful care
during childbirth in district hospitals
and midwife-led obstetric units
(MOUs). The focus is on addressing
gaps in the health system and clinical
governance, as well as improving the
knowledge and skills of doctors and
midwives and modelling respectful
care. CLEVER Maternity Care is
currently rolled out in the Tshwane
health district in all 10 MOUs and
the five district hospitals. The project
is funded by MSD Global Fund for
Mothers.
The intervention has three phases:
Phase 1 comprises a baseline
assessment followed by healthsystems strengthening and addressing
clinical governance. An assessment of
the following is done, covering all the

participating facilities:
•
Gaps in the provision of services,
including infrastructure, supplies
and equipment;
•
Quality of care measured by three
perinatal indicators (number of
fresh stillbirths, birth asphyxias
and meconium aspirations); and
•
A survey of mothers on their
experience of the care they have
received during childbirth.
Feedback on the findings of these
assessments is given to managers at
facility, subdistrict and district level.
Facility managers are brought on
board to actively participate in the
next phase and advanced midwives
are nominated by their peers to be the
champions in their own facility.
Phase 2 comprises a three-month
intensive engagement period with
weekly structured coaching sessions
aimed at improving conditions and
care. Sessions consist of a behavioural
change intervention, clinical capacity
building and collaboration between
managers, midwife teams and other
relevant local clinicians. Each session
has the same characteristics and
includes the following:
•
Early-morning handover rounds at
the change of shift between night
and day staff;
•
Emergency care and simulated
obstetric care drills;
•
Handouts of the current maternity
care guidelines and discussions
tailored to the needs of each
facility; and
•
Mentoring and coaching of
respectful safe obstetric care.

Phase 3 is a repeat of the baseline
assessments to track improvements
and to identify still existing gaps. In
order to sustain the gains, health
facilities receive monthly support
visits to continue the coaching and to
troubleshoot on old and new issues
that may be unique to specific facilities
or may be inherent to the functioning
of the health system.
The rollout of CLEVER Maternity Care
is still ongoing and includes a period
of monitoring the sustainability of
the improved practices. Preliminary
results are promising. Health facilities
have already shown a significant
decrease in fresh stillbirths, as well as
in the incidence of birth asphyxia and
meconium aspiration. For the facilities
for which the end-line survey with
mothers have been completed, there
has been a significant improvement in
clients’ experience of respectful care,
appropriate communication by health
providers and general satisfaction with
maternity services. n
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Reducing illness in Super Rugby
tournament players
Prof Martin Schwellnus, Sport, Exercise Medicine and Lifestyle Institute (SEMLI) | Contributor: Dr Jill Borresen
To reduce the incidence of acute
illness during the Super Rugby
tournament, Prof Martin Schwellnus,
Director of the Sport, Exercise
Medicine and Lifestyle Institute
(SEMLI), and his team developed the
Team Illness Prevention Strategy (TIPS).
This illness prevention programme is
achieving positive results among the
players.

In the world of sport,
increasing focus is being
placed on preventing
injuries and protecting
the health of athletes.
Reducing the incidence
and burden of illness is a
goal of sport and exercise
medicine clinicians. In
individual sports, training
interruptions because
of illness decrease the
chances of achieving
performance goals and,
in team sports, player
availability has been
linked to team success.
Acute illness can increase the risk of
serious medical complications and
even sudden death during strenuous
exercise.
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The project, the most extensive
prospective study on illness in rugby
union players, has revealed that 70%
of the players studied over just one
season of Super Rugby reported
illnesses during the tournament. Prof
Schwellnus was the lead researcher
in this international collaborative
study, conducted between 2010
and 2016. During this time, 1 340
male professional rugby players
were assessed. A medical illness was
regarded as any non-trauma-related
symptom or sign presenting in a player

that required medical attention from
the team physician on a specific day,
including respiratory tract infections
and gastrointestinal infections.
The Super Rugby tournament is an
annual event lasting approximately 16
weeks, with intense training sessions
and weekly matches. On top of this,
players travel between countries with
time zones varying between two and
11 hours. A previous SEMLI study
showed that international travel across
multiple time zones during the 2010
tournament increased the risk of
illness two to three times during ‘away’
periods.

the TIPS strategy lie in its pragmatic
approach to illness prevention in a
demanding rugby tournament that
requires teams to undertake both
domestic and international long-haul
travel. Further to the success in
reducing illness among players is the
co-operation and involvement of team
medical staff and management, as well
as the athletes implementing TIPS. The
pragmatic approach of the strategy
involves elements that are easy to
implement, with pre-screening of
players before a tournament and good
hygiene practices to reduce infection
and illness.

The study is also the most extensive
illness prevention programme
undertaken in international sport. The
TIPS study spanned seven seasons,
studying six South African teams taking
part in the Super Rugby tournament.
The researchers worked closely with
team physicians who collected illness

data daily during competition periods.
Since its intervention, TIPS has been
associated with reduction of 59% in
the overall incidence of illness during
the Super Rugby tournament, with
a significant reduction in ailments
of commonly affected organs. The
study finding was published in the
British Journal of Sports Medicine

in 2019. Before this intervention,
previous studies showed a high
overall illness rate during a season
of this tournament, with respiratory
tract infections and gastrointestinal
infections being the most common.
Respiratory tract infections accounted
for more than 75% of infective
illnesses. The efficacy and success of

A similar study was conducted among
the Union of European Football
Associations (UEFA) Champions League
Football players over multiple seasons.
However, the TIPS intervention led
to lower incidences of illness among
Super Rugby players compared with
those reported by the UEFA League.
Although this study was carried out on
Super Rugby teams, the researchers
see a potential application, aimed at
producing illness-free players and
athletes, in other sports tournaments,
such as the Olympic Games and future
Rugby World Cup tournaments . n
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The increasing burden of
noncommunicable disease among
people living with HIV infection:

where it won the award for best oral
presentation.
Given the strong association between
HIV infection and cervical cancer,
Dr Lawal and the research group
under the leadership of Prof Mike
Sathekge have used FDG PET/CT as
a useful tool for accurate staging
and early detection of recurrence
of cervical cancer. In a 2019 study
published in PLoS ONE, the group
showed how metabolic metrics derived
from FDG PET/CT could be used to
stage cervical cancer in women with
HIV infection accurately. Further,
applying these metabolic metrics
obtained from the primary cervical
cancer, the group showed that this
imaging technique could accurately
predict the presence of distant
metastases of cervical cancer. Accurate
staging at diagnosis is an essential step
to selecting the appropriate treatment.

Molecular imaging techniques to the rescue
Dr Ismaheel Lawal, Department of Nuclear Medicine

Effective antiretroviral therapy has revolutionised HIV infection management,
converting a once debilitating illness with a bleak prognosis to a manageable chronic
disease.

B

ecause of the effectiveness of
antiretroviral treatment, the life
expectancy of people living with
HIV infection is now approaching
that of HIV-uninfected people. The
improvement in the survival rate
of people living with HIV is related
to antiretroviral therapy effectively
restoring immune function, thereby
preventing the occurrence of
opportunistic infections.
However, as people living with HIV
survive longer, non-communicable
diseases, including cancers and
cardiovascular diseases, are emerging
as rising causes of death. While
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antiretroviral therapy prevents
the occurrence of infectious/
communicable diseases, it has little
impact on or, in some instances, may
predispose to non-communicable
diseases.
Researchers at the Department of
Nuclear Medicine are employing
molecular imaging techniques with
FDG PET/CT to characterise noncommunicable diseases in the
HIV-infected population. The aim is
to improve understanding of these
diseases to prevent their occurrence
optimally or to facilitate early detection

when they do arise. Dr Ismaheel
Lawal is a nuclear medicine physician
and researcher and is a member of
Prof Mike Sathekge’s research group.
This group uses fluorodeoxyglucose
(FDG)-positron emission tomography
(FDG PET/CT) imaging to understand
cardiovascular diseases and
HIV-associated cancers, such as
lymphomas, and cervical and anal
cancers.
In 2019, a report by Dr Lawal, Prof
Sathekge and their research team was
published in the European Journal of
Hybrid Imaging. This report showed

that various radionuclide techniques
could be used for the detection
and guiding therapy of sub-clinical
cardiovascular diseases seen in
people living with HIV infection. In the
same year, a paper by the group was
published in the Journal of Nuclear
Cardiology that showed arterial
inflammation in blood vessels of a
group of young HIV-infected people
who, otherwise, had no risk factors
for cardiovascular diseases. Arterial
inflammation is the precursor lesion
of atherosclerosis that results in
cardiovascular diseases, such as heart
attacks and stroke.

The study group was the first to use
FDG PET/CT imaging to show arterial
inflammation already present in the
blood vessels of young HIV-infected
people before the age when screening
for grievous diseases is recommended
for HIV-uninfected people. This finding
suggests that HIV-infected people
could benefit from the institution of
prophylactic therapy for cardiovascular
diseases at an earlier age compared
with the HIV-uninfected population.
This paper was also presented at the
most recent conference of the South
African Society of Nuclear Medicine,

The research group also presented
their work at the 2019 Faculty of
Health Sciences Research Day and
won the best oral presentation in the
clinical category. In another study
published in the Quarterly Journal
of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular
Imaging in 2019, the group showed
that FDG PET/CT could be deployed
as a non-invasive biomarker to
discriminate between cervical cancer
recurrence and symptoms resulting
from surgery or pelvic radiotherapy
administered for disease treatment.
In women previously treated with
radiation therapy or surgery for
cervical cancer, it is often difficult
to differentiate between symptoms
from these previous therapies and
the symptoms of early cervical cancer
recurrence. Using FDG PET/CT for this
purpose is helpful in early detection
of disease recurrence, quantifying the
extent of such recurrence, and helping
the managing oncologist to select the
most appropriate therapy option. n
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Strategies to reduce adverse medical
events for the Exerciser (SAFER)
Dr Nicola Sewry, Manager: SAFER | Contributor: Dr Jill Borresen

The Strategies to
Reduce Adverse Medical
Events for the ExerciseR
(SAFER) (International
Million+ Athlete
Program (SAFER-IMAPs)
research programme
aims to encourage safe
participation in endurance
exercise to reduce the
risk of non-communicable
diseases (NCDs)
associated with an active
lifestyle.
This research programme is the most
extensive international collaborative
research project among participants in
community-based mass participation
endurance sports events worldwide.
Prof Martin Schwellnus, Director of
the Sport, Exercise, Medicine and
Lifestyle Institute (SEMLI), is leading
the programme and Dr Nicola Sewry,
a postdoctoral fellow, is the manager.

In total, more than 4.5 million race
participants are being studied.
Participant data are being collated,
and incidences of medical encounters
during events, risk factors associated
with these medical events, as well as
the prevalence of NCDs in participants
are being quantified. SAFER studies
have previously been conducted to
explore the design, implementation
and feasibility of an online preparticipation screening system in
distance runners entering a 21 km and
a 56 km race. The implementation of
this intervention proved to reduce the
incidence of the medical complications
and deaths recorded in the period
2013 to 2015. These results highlighted
the importance of continuing and
expanding this research initiative,
which is currently underway.
This programme has been at the
forefront of developing global
standards for recording and reporting

medical encounters (interactions
between a healthcare provider and a
patient) occurring at mass, communitybased, and endurance sports events
such as the Cape Town Cycle Tour,
marathon races and half-marathon
events. These new global standards
aim to protect the health of endurance
athletes worldwide. Other SEMLI
researchers involved in this project
include Dr Jill Borresen, Prof Dina
Christina Janse van Rensburg and
Dr Jannelene Killops. The project has
yielded three papers published in the
prestigious British Journal of Sports
Medicine.
As sports events of this nature have
become more popular, the number
of older participants has increased,
as well as people who have not led
a typically active lifestyle, which have
increased the risk of injury or illness.
Before the development of this
consensus statement, comparing

the incidence rate and prevalence of
medical encounters between events
was challenging, as standardisation
was lacking. Medical encounters are
broadly separated into injury-related
and illness-related encounters.
Injuries relate to anatomical regions
being affected, such as ankle
sprains or stress fractures, whereas
illness encounters relate to organ
systems, such as cardiac, respiratory
and endocrine conditions. These
encounters are categorised into
three time periods, namely during,
immediately after, and up to 24 hours
after the event.

The consensus statement developed
by Prof Schwellnus and his team
further defines everything from
mass participation to communitybased events and the classification
of endurance sports events, offering
clearer direction and guidance to race
organisers.
The statement also advises on
diagnostic categories and all the factors
to be considered when collecting data,
including pre-race medical history,
weather conditions and performance
experience. The IIRM, World Athletics,
the Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI)

and the International Triathlon Union
(ITU) have all endorsed the statement.
When this type of reporting becomes
routine, it will provide an invaluable
resource of medical history, as
participants are often involved in
multiple events or in the same event
over several years. n

SAFER is a collaboration with multiple
local and international partners,
including the South African Medical
Research Council (SARMC), World
Athletics (previously known as the
International Association of Athletics
Federations [IAAF]), the International
Institute of Race Medicine (IIRM), the
International Olympic Committee (IOC)
and currently more than 40 local and
international community-based mass
participation endurance events.
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Prostate genetics study
sheds light on early
South Africans
Prof Riana Bornman, School of Health Systems and Public Health and
Department of Urology

A study by Professor
Vanessa Hayes (from
the Garvan Institute of
Medical Research and
University of Sydney,
and an Extraordinary
Professor at UP) and
Professor Riana Bornman
(School of Health Systems
and Public Health and
Department of Urology)
concluded that the earliest
ancestors of anatomically
modern humans (Homo
sapiens sapiens) emerged
in a southern African
‘homeland’ and thrived
there for 70 000 years,
before some started
migrating because of
climate shifts.
Profs Hayes and Bornman are
members of a team of international
scientists who, by using DNA, found
that the ‘homeland’, south of the
Greater Zambezi River Basin region,
included the entire expanse of
northern Botswana, into Namibia to
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Professor Vanessa Hayes discussing the significance of the region with an extended Ju’hoansi
family who today live within the semi-desert Kalahari region of Namibia. The study published in
Nature reveals that this region was once a wetland, where our modern human ancestors thrived
for 70 000 years. The Ju’hoansi are part of the descendants who eventually adapted to the
drying lands. Photo: Garvan Institute of Medical Research, University of Sydney (Chris Bennett).
the west, and Zimbabwe to the east.
The breakthrough findings were
published in the prestigious British
multidisciplinary scientific journal
Nature. The authors propose that
changes in the climate of Africa
triggered the first human explorations,
which initiated the development of
humans’ genetic, ethnic and cultural
diversity.
Professor Riana Bornman’s primary
research focus is on prostate cancer,
specifically to capture the extent of
genetic diversity across South Africa,
with the aim that all South Africans can

be included in the new era of genomic
medicine. In genomic medicine, the
DNA code of patients is used to
manage and treat disease. However,
through a combination of genetics,
geology and climatic physics, these
researchers found more than they
had anticipated. Data suggest that the
Greater Zambezi River Basin region,
particularly the southwest Kalahari,
played a significant role in shaping the
emergence of anatomically modern
human and prehistory. It has been
clear for some time that anatomically
modern humans appeared in Africa
approximately 200 000 years ago.

What has long been debated is the
exact location of this emergence and
subsequent dispersal of our earliest
ancestors.
Furthermore, mitochondrial DNA acts
as a time capsule of our ancestral
mothers, slowly accumulating changes
over generations. Comparing the
complete DNA code, or mitogenome,
from different individuals provides
information on how closely they are
related. Prof Hayes and her colleagues
collected blood samples from 198
Namibians and South Africans, who
carried mitogenomes that were,
until now, poorly represented in
the human maternal tree (known as
a phylogenetic tree) of all modern
humans. The aim was to establish a
comprehensive catalogue of modern
humans’ earliest mitogenomes from
the so-called ‘L0’ lineage.
The L0 lineage is predominantly
represented within populations
broadly classified as KhoeSan,
described as southern Africans
speaking a click language, who may or
may not practice a foraging lifestyle.
Much of the available mitogenome
data, until now, had been sourced
from studies focused in Botswana.
By including Namibians and South
Africans from all ethnicities and
language groups, KhoeSan and nonKhoeSan, Profs Hayes and Bornman
identified new L0 sub-lineages.
The fact that the first Homo sapiens
sapiens maternal lineage emerged
in a ‘homeland’ in southern Africa
was discovered by combining the L0
lineage timeline with the linguistic,
cultural and geographic distributions
of different sub-lineages. These new
evolutionary timelines suggest that an
ancient wetland ecosystem provided
a stable ecological environment for
modern humans’ first ancestors to
thrive for 70 000 years. Subsequently,
from 130 000 to 110 000 years
ago, new L0 branches appeared in

our maternal tree, which is a direct
consequence of a migration event,
with some lineages heading north and
some south.
The authors speculate that the success
of this southerly migration was most
likely a result of adaptation to living
and hunting off the ocean. There is no
genetic evidence for these southerly
migrants north of the Zambezi. In
contrast, archaeological evidence
along the southerly coast of South
Africa, particularly the Blombos caves
in the Western Cape, has provided
extensive evidence that modern
humans thrived off the oceans
approximately 100 000 years ago. To
investigate what may have driven these
early human migrations, Professor
Axel Timmermann, Director of the IBS
Center for Climate Physics at Pusan
National University in South Korea,
analysed climate computer model
simulations overlaid with geological
data, to capture the climate history of
southern Africa over the past
250 000 years. ‘Our simulations
suggest that the slow wobble of the
Earth’s axis changes summer solar
radiation in the southern hemisphere,
leading to periodic shifts in rainfall
across southern Africa’, he said. ‘These

shifts in climate would have opened
green, vegetated corridors, first
130 000 years ago to the northeast,
and then around 110 000 years ago
to the southwest, allowing our earliest
ancestors to migrate away from the
homeland for the first time.’
According to Prof Hayes, ‘’These first
migrants left behind a homeland
population, the wetland eventually
dried, and the homeland ancestors
adapted to the changed landscape.
Maternal descendants of the
homeland population can be found in
the greater Kalahari region today.’
The research improves understanding
of the extent of genetic diversity within
South Africa’s own ‘homeland’. One
of the most significant risk factors
for prostate cancer is family history
and, as a direct consequence of this
work, mitochondrial diversity has been
linked to prostate cancer risk, as well
as KhoeSan ancestry. A report on the
latter was published in BMC Medical
Genomics, as part of Prof Bornman’s
Southern African Prostate Cancer
Study. n
Adapted from an article first
published in UP News by Hlengiwe
Mnguni
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Preventing stillbirths

World’s first 3D-printed middle ear
bones transplanted

Dr Tsakane Hlongwane, Maternal and Infant Health Care Strategies Unit

A

ccording to the World Health
Organization (WHO), approximately
17 000 stillbirths occur in South Africa
annually. However, stillbirths are often
invisible to the general population
and most health care professionals,
as women hide the problem because
of feelings of guilt and shame. The
assessment of foetal blood flow
through the placenta using Doppler
waveform is an innovative method to
determine the well-being of a baby in
the uterus. Doppler ultrasound of the
umbilical artery can identify a poorly
functioning placenta, which starves the
baby of food and oxygen and leads to
weak growth and even death.
In South Africa, the largest category
of deaths of babies is ‘unexplained
intrauterine’ death. However, most
of the mothers are clinically healthy
women, and the stillbirths occur
between 32 and 38 weeks of gestation.
A large proportion of these babies is
small for gestational age — a sign of
placental insufficiency. Many of these
deaths could probably be ascribed
to undetected placental insufficiency,
which the Doppler ultrasound is able
to detect. Appropriate management
and care could prevent the death of
the babies in such cases.
Dr Tsakane Hlongwane of the
Maternal and Infant Health Care
Strategies Unit conducted a study to
screen pregnant women with normal
pregnancies for placental insufficiency.
The screening was conducted using a
Doppler ultrasound device, called the
Umbiflow. This device was developed
by the South African Medical Research
Council (SARMC) and the Centre for
Science and Industrial Research (CSIR).
The Umbiflow device uses Doppler
ultrasound to measure blood flow in
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the placenta, providing an immediate
indication of placental function. The
apparatus is inexpensive and mobile
and can, therefore, be used to screen
an entire pregnant population.
Women with foetuses identified with
abnormal placental blood flow were
referred to a high-risk clinic and were
managed according to a standard
local protocol. End-stage placental
disease (absent end-diastolic flow
[AEDF]) was found in 38 (1.5%) of
the screened women. End-stage
placental disease would lead to at
least half of the babies dying if not
managed urgently and appropriately.
The frequency of AEDF in this low-risk
population was found to be 5–10 times
higher than that previously recorded
in high-income countries. This is a
significant finding, as the incidence of
this condition (approximately 1 in 100
screened cases) warrants screening.
However, the examination and further
management of those with abnormal
Umbiflow (poor placental blood flow)
require additional resources. These
resources include a sophisticated
ultrasound apparatus for a thorough
assessment of the baby in the uterus,
and the technical skills to use the
apparatus, the knowledge and ability
to know when to deliver the baby
(often by caesarean section) and the
ability to look after small, premature
infants (weighing only 1 000 g and
more and 28 weeks of gestation).
A study on this type of screening
titled ‘Screening and managing a
low-risk pregnant population using
continuous-wave Doppler ultrasound
in a low-income population: A cohort
analytical study’ was published in
the South African Medical Journal.
Pregnant women classified as having
low-risk pregnancies were screened
for placental insufficiency using the

Prof Mashudu Tshifularo, Department of Otorhinolaryngology

Umbiflow apparatus during the third
trimester of pregnancy. Women with
foetuses identified with abnormal
placental blood flow were referred
to a high-risk clinic and were treated
according to a standard local protocol.
Umbiflow screening was conducted on
2 868 women, and pregnancy outcome
was available in 2 539 of these women.
Abnormal placental blood flow was
detected in 11.7% of the foetuses
despite the mothers not having been
flagged through the other methods
customarily used in antenatal care
screening.
The stillbirth rate for the 12 168
women attending antenatal care at
the community health centre and
antenatal clinics draining to the CHCs
that do not have a Doppler RI was
16.5/1 000 births, significantly higher
than was that in the Umbiflow group
(8.3/1 000 births).
A statistically significant difference was
found between the groups, as well as
a reduction of approximately 45% in
stillbirths in the Umbiflow-screened
group in comparison with the nonscreened group. This finding proved
the value of such screening in saving
the lives of babies. n

Prof Mashudu Tshifularo,
Head of the Department of
Otorhinolaryngology in the Faculty
of Health Sciences made headlines
by conducting the world’s first middle
ear transplant using 3D-printed
bones. This article is adapted from
an interview with Prof Tshifularo
conducted by Mr Xolani Mathibela of
UP. Prof Tshifularo graduated from
the medical school at the University
of KwaZulu-Natal. After completing
his community service, he specialised
in Otorhinolaryngology, which is the
study of diseases of the ears, nose
and throat. The world’s first 3D-printed
middle ear transplant was the product
of a decade of research and three-year
focus on the application of 3D printing
to medical transplant procedures.
After the initial breakthrough surgery,
ethics approval is now awaited, after
which the team will embark on clinical
trials. Subsequently, the operational
procedure will be recorded, as well as
the likely outcomes and the expected
complications. Institutions around the
world have already shown significant
interest in and demand for the
procedure.

The 3D printed bones, which can take
up to 72 hours to make, are created
from titanium, similar to that used for
the hip (replacements). These innerear bones are the smallest bones in
the body — the size of a grain of rice.
In future, Prof Tshifularo and his team
are hoping to use bone dust from
the patient, taking stem cells or bone
material and recreating the patient’s
bone material to prevent the body
from rejecting it. The aim is not to use
the same material with every patient
but, instead, to advance.

Prof Tshifularo is currently doing his
second PhD in Otorhinolaryngology
and is hoping to attract investors to
build an Otorhinolaryngology hospital
focusing only on hearing research
and rehabilitation. Treatments will
include cochlear implants, middle ear
implants, brain stem implants and
bone-anchored hearing aids. He hopes
to train more young doctors and
nurses and inspire the young scientists
involved to work on the Fourth
Industrial Revolution (4IR) innovations
in Otorhinolaryngology. n
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University of Pretoria astrophysicist
part of a team involved in capturing
first black hole image
Contributor: Prof Konstantinos Zoubos, Department of Physics

A

Prof Deane is a Y1 National Research
Foundation (NRF)-rated scientist
and is leading the new Astronomy
Research Group focused on MeerKAT,
the Square Kilometre Array (SKA),
and the technique of creating virtual
Earth-sized telescopes such as the EHT
and the African Very Long Baseline
Interferometry Network.

strophysicist, Prof Roger Deane
of the Department of Physics is
a member of the international group
of scientists that has captured the
first image of a black hole. His group
worked to develop simulations of the
complex ‘Earth-sized’ telescope used
to make this historic discovery. The
simulations attempt to mimic and
improve understanding of the data
obtained from the real instrument,
which comprises antennas across the
globe.
Prof Deane started working with the
team on the Event Horizon Telescope
(EHT) that captured the image
approximately four years ago. As
with any major physics experiment,
the effects that the instrument itself
may have on the data need to be
understood. As regards the EHT,
Prof Deane’s team built a simulation
package that physically modelled
several non-desirable effects that
prevent seeing any type of black hole
shadow feature.
The EHT observes what radio
astronomers consider an extremely
short wavelength, approximately
1 mm, which means the distance
between two consecutive peaks of
light is 1 mm. This is approximately
200 times smaller than the wavelength
of light that the MeerKAT observes
and presents many challenges to the
telescope design, data processing and
analysis.
As a small amount of water vapour
in the atmosphere could completely
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simulations to model an instance
where light from the black hole may
have preferred orientation (similar
to how polarised lenses reduce the
glare of the sun from the sea). The
other aspects are performing detailed
simulations on new prospective sites
and exploring a range of probabilistic
modelling techniques to extract the
properties of the black hole shadow.

erase the signature of the black hole
shadow, the EHT stations are located
at extremely high altitudes and in
some of the driest places on Earth.
There is a multitude of other
aspects to accurately model in
an instrument as sensitive and
complex as this telescope, as much
of the information captured by
the telescope is incorporated into
the software model. The accurate
simulation of the telescope facilitates
an improved understanding of the
real observations and discriminating
between theoretical black hole shadow
models, and provides insights into the
characteristics and performance of

the telescope itself. Scientists can also
accurately predict the effect of adding
new antennas to the global network,
as is being planned for the African
Millimetre Telescope (AMT) project in
Namibia.
The first image of a black hole is a
significant milestone for the EHT;
however, much lies ahead, with
the team working towards testing
Einstein’s general theory of relativity.
To do so, the team must continue
improving the images through array
expansion in Africa and elsewhere with
improved algorithms. Prof Deane and
his group are currently focusing on
three aspects. The first is expanding

When Prof Deane moved to UP in
January 2018, there were no other
astronomers at the institution;
however, the group of astronomers
has since grown to 14. The group is
hoping to finalise a joint South African
Radio Astronomy Observatory–UP
South African Research Initiative Chair
in radio astronomy. More than 100 UP
students registered for the first-year
astronomy course in 2019, a dramatic
increase, indicating a clear need to
grow the number of faculty positions
in astronomy to deal with the teaching
and postgraduate student supervision
demands.
The science-driven approach of the
UP Astronomy group is in keeping
with the realisation that this new
era of complex, big-data telescopes
requires technical expertise and new
algorithmic strategies. A significant
part of the work involves machine
learning in collaboration with the
UP Computational Intelligence
Research Group in the Department
of Computer Science, as well as
instrumental work in collaboration
with the Department of Electrical,
Electronic and Computer
Engineering.

South Africa has an increasing number
of astronomy-related success stories
to help spur our youth into science
and technology careers. In this regard,
the government has acted strategically
through the Department of Science
and Technology, with far-reaching and
long-lasting payoffs expected. The UP
Department of Physics has offered
astronomy undergraduate courses
for many years. However, the current
radio astronomy research group
started at the beginning of 2018 with

The first image
of a black hole
is a significant
milestone for the
EHT; however,
much lies ahead,
with the team
working towards
testing Einstein’s
general theory of
relativity.
the arrival of Prof Deane. Enrolments
in astronomy undergraduate courses
at UP are currently among the highest
in South Africa, showing great potential
to grow into a large research group.
The size of the EHT raw data was 4
petabytes. Unlike EHT, which observes
one astrophysical object at a time,
MeerKAT will detect many millions
and will have archive sizes even
more substantial than an annual EHT
campaign. Conformance with the
fourth industrial revolution (4IR) and
employing artificial intelligence and
machine learning approaches are
required to analyse these data and
enable exciting future discoveries.

Astronomy is a crucial contributor
to the 4IR, as was highlighted by
President Cyril Ramaphosa in his
2019 State of the Nation address.
The Astronomy and Computational
Intelligence Research groups are
working closely together to ensure
that UP plays a leading role in this
endeavour ahead of the development
of the SKA.
UP has taken an advanced, strategic
approach by investing in the InterUniversity Institute for Data Intensive
Astronomy (IDIA). UP is one of three
university partners ensuring they
will be able to deal with the data
processing and analysis demands
of MeerKAT and SKA. UP has also
taken a strategic decision to invest in
the technique of Very Long Baseline
Interferometry — the same approach
the EHT uses. The aim was to take
a leadership role in the African VLBI
Network and the second phase of
the SKA, ensuring that South Africa
and Africa are at the forefront of the
spectacular science these VLBI arrays
will perform.
The Department of Physics is building
a new astronomy group that is both
science-driven and technically shrewd.
The group has already demonstrated
these qualities in the EHT project. It
is focused heavily on making leading
contributions towards MeerKAT,
which will eventually extend across
the African continent as the SKA.
South Africa must benefit scientifically
from the astronomy investments
that the South African government
has made through the Department
of Science and Technology. To do so,
universities need to play their part in
investing in research expertise. UP
is meeting that challenge and taking
on the responsibility, with this EHT
announcement being a first example
of the fruits of such investment. n

Adapted from an article published on UP
News by Primarashni Gower
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The intricate language of life:
using chemical signals to conserve
ecosystems and protect crops

causing more disease in a tree could
detoxify the defence chemicals faster.
Consequently, it is more beneficial for
beetles to associate with a fungus that
successfully colonises living trees.
The question is how a beetle knows
which fungus is more beneficial to
its survival. To tackle this question,
the researchers studied the chemical
communication between the beetle
and different species of fungi often
observed in association with the
beetles. It was found that fungi
produce volatile compounds with
typical rose or banana scents, which
are amino-acid-derived alcohols and
acetates. Bark beetles are attracted
to the acetates but avoid the alcohols.
Interestingly, fungi that are beneficial
to the beetles and better degraders
of tree defence compounds produce
more acetates. In contrast, saprophytic
fungi with low benefit to the beetle
produce more alcohols (report
published in the ISME Journal).

Dr Almuth Hammerbacher, Forestry and Agricultural Biotechnology Institute

All forms of life communicate with each other through
chemical signals. Learning this intricate language of life
enables us to utilise our environment more efficiently
and, at the same time, conserve the ecosystems
surrounding our crops.
massive destruction in montane and
boreal environments. The beetles
transport one or more fungi to a
new host tree and lay eggs under the
bark once the fungi have successfully
established. During this process, the
tree responds by producing a deadly
cocktail of resins and tannins in its
bark and wood.

R

esearch conducted by Dr Almuth
Hammerbacher, senior lecturer
in entomology in the Forestry
and Agricultural Biotechnology
Institute, focuses on the chemical
communication between forest trees
and both beneficial and harmful
insects or fungi. One of her research
foci is the chemical interactions
between conifer trees and bark
beetles, a major cause for the decline
of conifer forests worldwide. These
insects are particularly harmful to
boreal conifer forests, which are a
significant sink for atmospheric carbon
dioxide and, therefore, a vital buffer
against global climate change.
Bark beetles are particularly interesting
as they depend on specific fungi that
help them to complete their life cycle
successfully. The Eurasian bark beetle,
Ips typographus, attacks Norway spruce
trees in Europe and Asia and is causing
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Dr Hammerbacher and colleagues
published a report in Frontiers in Plant
Science (Special Issue: Plant Secondary
Compounds in Forest Ecosystems
Under Global Change: From Defence to
Carbon Sequestration). Their research
indicates that some of the compounds
produced by the trees can arrest the
bark beetle tunnelling underneath

the bark and stop the associated
fungi from growing. Interestingly, the
synthesis of some of the most effective
compounds, catechin and taxifolin, is
controlled by a single gene encoding a
flavonol-3-hydroxylase.
Trees expressing this gene at higher
levels are more resistant to bark
beetle attacks. Tree breeders can now
select varieties with high flavonol3-hydroxylase gene expression to
conserve these species for future
forests.

Therefore, beneficial fungi
communicate with bark beetles
via their scents to ensure their
transportation to new host trees.
Fungi that grow well in the new host
detoxify more of the host’s chemical
defences, thereby ensuring successful
bark beetle development. However,
trees can still defend themselves by
producing large quantities of a small
subset of defence chemicals that are
toxic to both fungi and beetles. Trees
with this trait can be selected for
breeding programs to conserve the
Norway spruce tree, which is one of
the keystone species of boreal and
montane forests in Eurasia. n

However, Dr Hammerbacher and
colleagues also showed in an article
published in Fungal Ecology that bark
beetles have a secret weapon against

many tree defence chemicals, namely
their associated fungi. The authors
analysed these compounds in trees
before and after fungal colonisation,
observing a decline in some of the
most active compounds.

They found that the fungi associated
with bark beetles detoxify such tree
defences, and that bark beetles
tunnel more in substrates where the
fungi degrade the compounds. The
researchers also showed that the fungi
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Ten years of the Hot Birds Research
Project – a UP perspective
Prof Andrew McKechnie, Department of Zoology and Entomology

The ‘Hot Birds Research Project’ (HBRP) was founded in mid-2009, by the late Prof
Phil Hockey of the UCT FitzPatrick Institute of African Ornithology and Prof Andrew
McKechnie of the UP Department of Zoology and Entomology.
in southern Africa and globally. The
HBRP’s research focuses mainly on
birds in arid habitats in southern
Africa, but also involves work in North
America and Australia, and increasingly
extends to habitats other than deserts.

T

The HBRP is currently led by Prof
McKechnie and Dr Susie Cunningham
at the FitzPatrick Institute. In its
first decade, some 75 papers have
emanated from HBRP research, and
35 MSc and PhD students have been
trained, most of them funded by the
FitzPatrick Centre of Excellence. In
2017, the South African Research
Chair in Conservation Physiology was
created. It is co-hosted by the South
African National Biodiversity Institute
(SANBI) and UP, and has provided a
significant boost to the HBRP’s funding
base.

The programme integrates the analysis
of behavioural and physiological
variables to predict the impact of
climate change on arid-zone birds

Conducting physiological studies on
free-ranging wild birds is a difficult
proposition. Two doctoral candidates,
UCT’s Amanda Bourne and UP’s Mr
Celiwe Ngcamphalala, have made
important advances by developing
non-invasive techniques for measuring
stress physiology and energy and
water balance in free-ranging birds.
Using study populations of habituated
birds, behavioural and physiological
responses to high temperatures can
now be measured simultaneously
in the same individual birds. These
techniques allow researchers to
establish the accuracy of laboratory

he initial project consisted of just
three researchers working within
the Tswalu Kalahari Reserve but it
has now grown into a team of about
20 researchers spanning three South
African universities, the South African
National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI)
and a number of overseas institutions.
In July 2019, the Hot Birds Research
project team held a very successful
workshop at Gobabeb Research and
Training Centre in the Namib Desert
to celebrate 10 years of hot birds
research.
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physiology measurements against
comparable measures in free-living
birds. This then allows the assessment
of the influence of captivity stress
on these measures and improves
predictions of how species respond
to high temperatures under natural
conditions.
Mr Ngcamphalala’s work focused on
quantifying glucocorticoid (“stress
hormone”) concentrations in faecal
matter. This analysis allows for noninvasive sampling by removing the
need to catch or handle birds in order
to take blood samples to quantify
stress responses.
Using this approach, former HBRP
Honours student Ms Emma Jepsen
showed that stress responses to
maximum daily temperatures vary
between captive and free-ranging
Southern Pied Babblers, which
reinforces the importance of these
non-invasive sampling techniques that
can be applied in the birds’ natural
environment. without imposing
capture or handling stress. BTech
student Ms Lesedi Moagi is currently
analysing a large number of samples
collected from free-ranging babblers
to examine how stressful the birds
find extremely hot days, which are
increasing in frequency with advancing
climate change.
A number of continuing HBRP studies
examine links between temperature,
behaviour and fitness in desert

birds and focus on how increasingly
frequent periods of hot weather
negatively affect the ability of adult
birds to maintain body condition,
as well as their capacity to breed
successfully. These effects of rising
temperatures drive declines in both
adult survival and breeding success
and have the potential to drive
major declines in populations as
their habitats become hotter. These
sublethal consequences of chronic
exposure to sustained hot weather
are emerging as the major threat to
southern Africa’s desert avifauna. A
risk assessment conducted by doctoral
candidate, Ms Shannon Conradie as
part of her MSc and published in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences of the USA in 2019 revealed
that, in the absence of meaningful
reductions in carbon emissions, the
Kalahari of the late 21st Century will be
too hot for long-term study species
that are currently common, including
Southern Pied Babblers, Southern
Fiscals and Southern Yellow-billed
Hornbills.
Ms Conradie’s current work focuses
on developing novel modelling
approaches integrating the thermal
landscape, heat and water fluxes and
behavioural decisions and trade-offs
for desert birds currently and under
future climate change scenarios.
Ultimately, her study will enable us to
construct detailed models of survival
and reproduction in birds, reducing
the need for detailed speciesspecific empirical datasets to predict
avian responses to climate change.
Shannon spent time in the USA in
2019 developing skills in biophysical
modelling approaches and dynamic
state variable models. Currently
Shannon is working on refining these
modelling techniques and validating
model outputs with empirical data
collected from the Kalahari Desert in
Southern Africa.
Dr Ryno Kemp completed his final
year of data collection for his PhD on

the vulnerable Red Lark, a
species restricted to South
Africa’s arid western regions.
He focused on sublethal
fitness costs during hot
weather and how these differ
between sexes. His research
used the novel technique of
habituating birds to land on
pressure pads, effectively
weighing themselves each
morning and afternoon. This
work has revealed important
differences between males
and females in terms of
how daily maximum air
temperatures affect body
condition. These data provide
the basis for modelling how
warming temperatures will
affect the species in coming
decades. The picture that
has emerged from this project
is concerning, as male Red Larks
in particular will experience large
increases in risks of chronic negative
effects of hot weather.
Habitats vary widely in terms
of the physiological challenges
they pose to animals, and much
remains to be learned about how
the thermal physiology of birds has
evolved in response to different
sets of environmental variables.
Current literature regarding avian
thermoregulation in the heat is
dominated by studies on species
inhabiting hot, arid regions. As a
result, our understanding of whether
species residing in non-arid habitats
are less, equally or possibly even more
physiologically vulnerable to potential
future increases in air temperature,
remains limited. PhD student Mr
Marc Freeman aims to improve
our understanding in this area
through quantifying variation in avian
evaporative cooling efficiency, heat
tolerance and assessing the effect of
increasing humidity in phylogenetically
diverse avian taxa. The project will be
conducted for multiple species within

three climatically-contrasting biome
types (desert, montane grassland
and subtropical forests) representing
a gradient of maximum air
temperatures. One key variable Marc’s
research will focus on is humidity: even
though maximum air temperatures in
coastal forests are lower than those
in deserts, high humidity is likely to
severely curtail the capacity of birds to
dissipate heat by evaporation. By the
end of 2019 Mr Freeman had collected
data from ~20 species inhabiting
grasslands in the eastern Free State
province, and January 2020 saw him
continuing this work in the Richard’s
Bay area.
The HBRP is an excellent example
of collaboration between leading
research institutions, to the benefit
of UP researchers and to our
understanding of the ecological
impacts of climate change as a whole.
Adapted from a piece authored
by Prof Andrew McKechnie and Dr
Susie Cunningham for the FitzPatrick
Institute of African Ornithology’s HBRP
web page.
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Mapping Bacterial Resistance and
Pathogenesis…from farm to fork and
hospitals
Prof Jon Osei Sekyere, Department of Medical Microbiology

Before the advent of antimicrobials, bacteria-infecting viruses (bacteriophages)
treatments, and vaccines, humans were plagued by numerous infectious diseases that
significantly cut their life expectancy.

I

nfectious diseases such as polio,
tuberculosis, smallpox, the bubonic
plague (black death), leprosy, cholera,
and typhoid fever ravaged several
populations globally, maiming
hundreds and killing millions of people.
With the advent of antimicrobials,
bacteriophage therapy, and vaccines,
these diseases have been either
eradicated or extensively controlled to
the barest minimum.
However, bacterial and fungal
pathogens have evolved adaptation
(resistance and virulence)
mechanisms to survive the effects
of antimicrobials, the immune
system, and bacteriophage therapy,
threatening to return the world to
the pre-antibiotic era. The World
Health Organisation (WHO) estimates
that antimicrobial resistance (AMR)
will result in millions of deaths and
increase the cost of healthcare
worldwide in addition to robbing
nations of critical human resources. Dr
J Osei Sekyere of the Department of
Medical Microbiology has turned to
solution-based science to help stem
this relentless process. He is leading
research into AMR mechanisms,
epidemiology, diagnostics, and hostmicrobiome-pathogen interactions
to map out the sources, routes of
transmission, and evolution of bacterial
pathogens. A key area of his research
is the diagnostics and epidemiology
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of carbapenem- and colistin-resistant
bacteria, as well as drug-resistant
tuberculosis.
Carbapenems and colistin are critical
antibiotics reserved for infections that
are difficult to treat with conventional
antibiotics. However, there are
increasing reports of resistance to
these crucial antibiotics in South
Africa and globally. Dr Sekyere has
determined that a common pathogen
in hospitals, Klebsiella pneumoniae,
is harbouring carbapenem-resistant
genes (called NDM and OXA-48) in
several hospitals in Tshwane and
elsewhere. This finding explains a
recent outbreak of carbapenemresistant K. pneumoniae in a Tembisa
hospital that killed several neonates .
More worryingly, these K. pneumoniae
strains were found to be circulating
between Pretoria, Durban and
Pietermaritzburg in animals and
humans, suggesting human-to-human
and human-to-animal transmission
across the two provinces. Similar work
on pig farms and hospitals in Tshwane
also identified carbapenem-resistant
bacteria in both pig farms and
hospitals in alarming numbers.
Furthermore, his study group was
the first to identify the presence of a
novel colistin-resistant gene, called
mcr-9, in South Africa and Africa in
two different bacterial species isolated

from humans, namely Enterobacter
hormaechei and Serratia marcescens.
The group also identified a colistinresistant Salmonella Enteritidis
strain in an HIV-positive patient.
These worrying discoveries show
the increasing prevalence of colistin
resistance in South Africa, which is
most concerning because of the high
TB and HIV burden in this country.
A paper from the research group
identified more affordable, rapid and
efficient colistin and TB diagnostics
among available commercial brands
to facilitate the diagnosis of these
dangerous pathogens.
Dr Sekyere also found that such
drug-resistant bacterial strains are
circulating in Africa and globally
in animals, humans, foods, and
the environment, facilitated by
international trade and travel. His
work on TB showed that South Africa
is the main hub in Africa for the

Beijing and F15/LAM4/KZN TB strains,
which are extremely virulent and
extra-resistant to drugs. In addition,
it was determined that different BCG
strains are circulating in South Africa,
suggesting that different BCG vaccines
had been introduced into the country.
Dr Sekyere also collaborates with
researchers from UKZN, with whom he
has published studies on molecules
that could potentially reverse
antimicrobial resistance in bacteria.
Dr Sekyere was awarded an African
Academy of Sciences travel grant to
visit India for 42 days. He studied TB
DNA engineering, TB-microbiomeimmune system interactions, and
inhalational delivery systems. The
aim is to deliver bacteriophage and
CRISPR molecules into TB patients
to aid treatment. He has built
strong research collaboration with
the Translational Health Science
and Technology Institute (THSTI)

in Faridabad and the Central Drug
Research Institute (CDRI) in Lucknow.
He has used part of his research
funding to set up a mini sequencing
unit in the UP Department of Medical
Microbiology, where he conducts
genome sequencing using the Oxford
Nanopore MinION device, with which
he sequenced the microbiome of
sputum from TB patients.
Jon is a licensed and practising
pharmacist and is currently a research
fellow at the Department of Medical
Microbiology, where he supervises
medical registrars and post-graduate
students in medical microbiology. In
addition to antimicrobial resistance,
clinical epidemiology and diagnostics,
his research comprises bacterial and
fungal epi-/genomics, One-Health,
microbiome-host interactions,
bacteriophage therapy, and hostpathogen interactions. n
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Prof Brenda Wingfield: a profile

of the species in this genus undergo
this mating type switching that
underpins their ability to self-fertilise
- in the fungal world this is known as
homothallism. They have been able
to compare this with the important
eucalyptus pathogen Chrysoporthe
austrofricana that causes a serious

Professor Brenda Wingfield’s journey into the field of fungal genomics began in a
Department of Genetics lecture hall. The department had decided that the University
of Pretoria needed to launch a course in genomics for the third-year students.
the cost had dropped to R300 000.
It is an indication of the significant
advances in this field, that the average
fungal genome sequence today
costs between R10 000 and R30 000,
sometimes even less when a low -level
coverage is sufficient. Thus, when Prof
Wingfield suggested to then Director
of FABI, Prof Mike Wingfield that she
required R300 000 to sequence the
genome, his answer was just one word
“impossible”.

This, at a time when only a handful
of genomes available across all of
the world’s organisms and there
were no text books available on the
topic. The course was largely taught
using published articles, which was
a good exercise for these final year
students. The young Prof Wingfield
began to think that it would be
wonderful to have access to the whole
genome sequence of one of the fungi
that formed part of her research
programme. This was in the early
2000’s and she began to write grant
proposals to fund the sequencing of
the genome of Fusarium circinatum,
the causal agent of the very serious
pine pitch canker disease. This fungus
is the most important pathogen of
pines in South Africa and is a threat to
commercial pine plantations, not only
in this country but world-wide.
The first quote received to sequence
the pitch canker pathogen genome
was in excess of R3 million. By the
time sufficient grant money had been
raised to sequence this genome,
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Happily, grant funding was ultimately
received and the first F. circinatum
genome sequence was produced in
2009. Ten years later this team, linked
to the SARCHI and the important
Tree Protection Co-operative
Programme (TPCP) at FABI,
has sequenced more than
200 fungal genomes.
In fact, sequencing
genomes has become
so commonplace that
the BSc Honours project
offered in 2019 began with
sequencing the genomes of
two fungi. In just a decade, the
landscape of fungal genomics has
changed in a manner that could not
have been imagined just a few years
ago.
The second fungal genome sequenced
by the group was that of Ceratocystis
fimbriata. This is a potato pathogen
and a very close relative of a number
of important tree pathogens. One
of the main questions answered
was the structure of the mating
type locus (MAT) which controls
the sexual reproduction in fungi.
Many of the fungi in this group (the

Ceratocystidaceae)
are self-fertile
but undergo an intriguing and little
understood process known as
unidirectional mating type switching.
This phenomenon was recognised
in the mid-1900s, but it has taken
sequencing the whole genome
to be able to understand what is
happening at the mating type locus.
The genomes of many species in the
Ceratocystidaceae have now been
sequenced and it is understood how
a number of these fungal genera
undergo this unusual mating type

switching. This also informs our
understanding of their biology and our
ability to manage the diseases that
they cause.
The ability to rapidly and relatively
inexpensively sequence the genomes
of all the fungi that are important to
the research at FABI, has dramatically
boosted our understanding of these
organisms. For example, for the
Ceratocystidaceae, while C. fimbriata
was the first genome that sequenced
this was followed by C. albifundus
which is an African fungus causing
serious disease problems on Protea
and Acacia species. The research
group have now determined that all

stem disease in which it was shown
that only strains of opposite mating
type can recombine (heterothallism).
This is in contrast with the closely
related fungus Chrysoporthe cubensis
that has been shown to be homothallic
and where strains do not require
a partner of opposite mating type
to undergo sexual reproduction.
Most importantly, from a practical
standpoint, the manner in which the
diseases that they cause are managed
requires very different strategies.
As genome sequencing has become
more affordable, Prof Wingfield and
her team have reached a point where
they can sequence many genomes

from a single species and undertake
population genomic and genome wide
association studies (GWAS). Their aim
is to improve knowledge of genetic
variation within these pathogen
populations and potentially discover
genes involved in pathogenicity in
these fungi. Such studies will allow
a better understanding of how these
pathogens cause disease. Identifying
genes involved in pathogenesis is
the first step in developing targets to
supress disease.
During the course of the past
decade, access to fungal genomes
has changed the way in which Prof
Wingfield and her team work with
fungal tree pathogens. In her words,
“This has improved our ability to
provide solutions to farmers and
forest researchers that must deal with
serious plant disease problems. We
no longer rely on extrapolations from
studies on model species, but can
interrogate the genomes and thus the
genes of each and every pathogen of
interest to us and to our stakeholders.
We are able to ask questions that
would have been impossible to answer
just 10 years ago and this has also
deeply enriched the experiences and
the education of our students. Having
the genome sequences of important
fungi is just the starting point; we are
now able to design the experiments to
answer increasingly more important
questions. This is best understood
in the context of the terrible disease
COVID19 that has swept across
our world in 2020. The genome
sequence of the SARS CoV-2 virus
was available for study within just a
few weeks of the start of the epidemic
that rapidly became a pandemic.
This rapid advance in knowledge
has deeply affected our ability to
understand COVID-19 and it is already
underpinning efforts to reduce the
impact of the disease.” n
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Biological control
Prof Brett Hurley, Department of Zoology and Entomology

With the rapid increase in the introduction and spread
of invasive pest species that threaten our environment,
forests and crops, knowledge-based management
approaches in responding to such threats are crucial.
control and provide information on the
processes involved in the development
and implementation of biological
control programmes.

O

ne such approach is biological
control, which is reported to
have been used first around 300 AD.
Biological control has grown into an
extensive discipline that incorporates
multiple sciences, such as ecology,
genetics, zoology, plant sciences and
chemistry.
Prof Brett Hurley of the Department
of Zoology and Entomology and
research leader at the Forestry and
Agricultural Biotechnology Institute
(FABI) has studied biological control
systems of forest insect pests over the
last 20 years. Together with colleagues
at FABI, Prof Hurley has employed
various approaches to understanding
the factors that affect biological
control, and the suitability of natural
enemies used as biological control
agents. Prof Hurley was part of a small
team that cooperated with the Food
and Agricultural Organization (FAO)
of the United Nations to develop the
Guide to the classical biological control
of insect pests in planted and natural
forests, published in 2019. This guide
is aimed at forest health practitioners
and managers. The authors discuss
the benefits and risks of biological
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Biological control offers an alternative
to using insecticides for many forest
insect pests. In addition, it can
provide long-term control of the pest
population. However, establishing
successful biological control systems
requires an understanding of the
host plant–insect– herbivore–natural
enemy interactions and the influence
of other factors, such as climate. Host
specificity studies to assess potential
non-target effects are particularly
important when introducing non-native
biological control agents selected
from the native range of an invasive
pest (usually referred to as classical
biological control).
Considerable research capacity is
required to develop biological control
programmes, which is often not

available in several countries that
could benefit from the use of this pest
management approach. Regional and
international collaboration, including
sharing knowledge and biological
control agents, is therefore essential to
ensure that biological control remains
a feasible approach. To this goal,
FABI has developed a global network
of collaborators and has invested
substantially in facilities and human
capacity to establish itself as a regional
centre of excellence in sub-Saharan
Africa for research on the biological
control of plantation forest insect
pests.
Prof Brett Hurley is the current
coordinator of the Forest Invasive
Species Network for Africa (FISNA),
a regional network of the FAO. He is
also the coordinator of the Working
Party on Biological Control of Forest
Insect Pests and Pathogens within the
International Union of Forest Research
Organizations (IUFRO). n

Marion Island Marine
Mammal Programme
Prof Nico de Bruyn, Marion Island Marine Mammal Programme
There have been efforts around the
globe to track individuals of many
marine species and assess their
movements and distribution, with
the putative goal of supporting their
conservation and management.
However, determining whether, and
how, tracking data have been applied
successfully to address real-world
conservation issues is difficult. Prof
Nico de Bruyn, team leader and
principal investigator of the Marion
Island Marine Mammal Programme
(MIMMP) of the Department of
Zoology and Entomology has been
involved in an important paper
published online in the journal Trends
in Ecology and Evolution. The review,
led by Graeme Hays, Deakin University
(Australia), with contributions from
a group of international colleagues,
evaluates how well marine animal
tracking data have been translated into

policy and conservation. The authors
compiled a broad range of case studies
from diverse marine taxa to show
how tracking data have helped inform
conservation policy and management,
including reductions in fisheries
bycatch and vessel strikes, and the
design and administration of marine
protected areas and critical habitats. By
using these examples, pathways have
been highlighted through which the
past and future investment in collecting
animal tracking data could be used
more effectively to achieve tangible
conservation benefits.
Oceanic plastic pollution, which
endangers numerous marine species,
is another conservation issue the
MIMMP is facing. Seals are particularly
susceptible to entanglement,
particularly in abandoned, lost or
discarded fishing gear and packaging
straps. Prof de Bruyn worked with
a Master’s student at the Mammal
Research Institute, Ms Emma Jepsen, to
compile a comprehensive global review
of all seal entanglements reported in
the literature over the last 40 years.
Their paper was published in the
journal Marine Pollution Bulletin.
Most published records of
entanglement derive from North
America and Oceania and focus on
a few populous species (notably,
California sea lions and Antarctic fur
seals). Reporting bias, skewed research
efforts and incomplete understanding
of plastic pollution and seal
abundance overlap combine to cloud
understanding of the entanglement
problem. Broader geographical effort
in data collection on entanglement,
reporting of such data, and improved

quantification of the proportions of
populations, sexes and ages that
are most susceptible will assist the
efforts to pinpoint priority mitigation
measures.
A highlight of the year for the MIMMP
was the news that their ‘founder’,
Emeritus Professor Marthán Bester,
was awarded the distinguished Gold
Medal of the Zoological Society of
Southern Africa (ZSSA) at the 39th
ZSSA Congress held in Skukuza, Kruger
National Park. The Gold Medal award
is presented biennially by the ZSSA
Council for outstanding achievements
in Zoology in southern Africa over
several years. Professor Bester’s
foremost scientific legacy is that
he conceived, initiated, maintained
and managed (uninterrupted from
1983–2013) the intensive Marion Island
southern elephant seal mark-recapture
research endeavour. This programme
is recognised globally as one of the
longest-running and most important
large mammal datasets in existence
and the foremost of its kind for the
species. Prof Bester’s research activities
have led to the generation of at least
223 peer-reviewed publications, as well
as more than 100 technical reports,
policy documents, book chapters,
protocols and other literature of which
he was author and co-author. n
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Plant produced VLP
vaccines for poultry
Prof Celia Abolnik, Department of Production Animal Studies

The University of Pretoria (UP) joined forces with the
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) to
successfully develop a vaccine against avian influenza
using tobacco plants, bypassing the many biosafety risks
associated with using traditional live vaccine viruses.

I

n this world-first study, a virus-like
particle (VLP) vaccine against bird
flu in chickens was produced and
tested successfully. The vaccine
mimics an H6-subtype influenza virus
because a strain of H6N2 is endemic
in South African chickens. H6N2 is
the only influenza virus for which the
South African government allows
vaccinations.
According to Prof Abolnik, the
future of food production lies in
plants and bio-farming. Prof Abolnik
and Dr O’Kennedy co-supervised
PhD candidate, Tanja Smith, in the
laboratory and clinical study.
While avian influenza, or bird flu, is
a virus that occurs naturally in birds,
the virus spreads easily and rapidly.
Poultry farmers need to ensure their
flocks do not come into contact with
wild birds to prevent outbreaks from
occurring.
In 2017, a devastating outbreak of
the H5N8 strain of avian influenza hit
South Africa. Hundreds of thousands
of poultry had to be culled and,
according to the South African
Poultry Association, this outbreak
cost the poultry industry R954 million.
Approximately 1 300 workers on
poultry farms lost their jobs owing
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to the outbreak, and the effects on
small-scale farmers and traders were
devastating. The price of poultryrelated food skyrocketed, and egg
prices in South Africa reportedly spiked
by 16.9% from November 2016 to
November 2017.
Apart from the scalability, safety and
speed of production of plant produced
VLP vaccines, they are also far cheaper
than traditional vaccines to produce.
‘Fortunately, the control measures that
included culling infected flocks were
able to contain and stop the spread
of the virus in poultry in 2017, but
there is always a chance that migratory
birds could once again introduce a
dangerous strain, and if the outbreaks
became too widespread, vaccination
may be the only way to protect the
industry from total collapse,’ said Prof
Abolnik.
She explained that the global avian
influenza vaccine market remains
dominated by live viruses grown in
chicken eggs or cell cultures that
are subsequently inactivated using
chemicals. Traditionally, vaccines
are made from viruses that have
been isolated from an outbreak and
grown inside an egg or cell culture.
The production of these vaccines is

a lengthy process of adapting the
viruses to grow to high concentrations
in cells or eggs. Avian influenza, like
most influenzas in both humans and
animals, mutates at a rapid rate.
Therefore, vaccines must be updated
regularly to have any effect. The World
Health Organisation (WHO) advises
that human influenza vaccines, for
example, be updated annually to
prevent their administration from
becoming ineffective. However,
updating is currently not happening
with H6N2 vaccines available to the

poultry industry. According to Prof
Abolnik, the future is plants and biofarming (a chemical-free method of
farming that focuses on improving the
microbiology as a method of increasing
plant growth and produce yield). Using
plants eliminates many of the risks,
such as biosafety, which are concerns
associated with the current vaccines.
‘No live virus is involved in any stage of
our production of the plant-produced
VLP vaccines. The greatest advantages
of producing poultry vaccines in plants
are the safety and the speed with
which new vaccines can be designed
and produced to combat fast-evolving
viruses like avian influenza.’ Plants are
easily infiltrated with an agrobacterium
that induces the DNA to produce the
proteins that, subsequently, are used
in the vaccine.
‘The plant isn’t permanently modified
in any way, so it’s not as if we are
creating a dangerous seed that could
escape into the environment. It is also
scalable and can make a lot of vaccine.
We demonstrated that just one
kilogram of plant leaf material could
produce enough vaccine to immunise
up to 30 000 chickens,’ Prof Abolnik

said. Apart from the scalability, safety
and speed of the production of plantproduced VLP vaccines, they are much
less expensive than traditional vaccine
production. These vaccines can also
be made quickly — only requiring the
RNA sequence of the virus. Given that
such vaccines need to be updated
regularly, their rapid development
and production are added benefits
to the poultry industry, Apart from
these benefits, plant-produced VLP
vaccines are more humane, as the
process eliminates the need to inject
a live virus into a growing chicken egg
embryo. It is difficult to source chicken
eggs to make traditional vaccines, as
pathogen-free flocks are required.
‘There are not many companies that
can provide the standard of eggs
required to have a large-scale vaccine
production facility,’ said Prof Abolnik.
While facilities would be needed to
cultivate the plants, it is a sustainable
option of vaccine production with
several large-scale bio-farms already in
the planning phases in South Africa. ‘I
honestly cannot think of any negatives
to having a plant-based vaccine on the
market,’ Prof Abolnik said.
Although there are no plans to market
this particular vaccine, Prof Abolnik’s
study is proof of concept, proving that
it does work. The vaccine is based on a
2016 virus, implying that further tests
are required to determine whether
this strain is representative of that
currently circulating in the field.

that is matched exactly antigenically to
the outbreak in a specific geographic
region. Plant-produced vaccines can be
highly tailored to a particular regional
problem and scaled accordingly, she
said.
‘This H6 vaccine was a proof of concept
study, but the student successfully
optimised the entire production
process, which is invaluable for future
vaccine production.’ n

Prof Abolnik regards this type of
technology as the answer to other
avian viruses that mutate quickly. ‘We
want to see how many other viral
families we can optimise virus-like
particles to produce outbreak-tailored
vaccines, for example, the coronavirus
that causes infectious bronchitis
in chickens.’ Whereas effective
commercial vaccines are available on
the market for strains such as H5N8,
mass-produced international vaccines
would not be as effective as a vaccine
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Endocrine Research Laboratory
celebrates ten years
Prof Andre Ganswindt, Mammal Research Institute

Endocrinology is vital to understanding many aspects of animal physiology, behaviour
and fitness. In 2019, the Endocrine Research Laboratory (ERL) celebrated ten years
since its opening. Over its first decade, the ERL has gained momentum, supporting 50
postgraduate studies that yielded more than 80 peer-reviewed scientific articles.
reproductive function and response
to stressors in both captive and freeroaming animals. At present, the ERL
is involved in 20 projects on average
at any given time and is engaged
in collaboration with more than 25
national and international entities. Two
South African workshops have been
conducted for non-invasive hormone
monitoring, the second of which was
held in partnership with the Leibniz
Institute for Zoo and Wildlife Research
in Germany.

E

ndocrine monitoring can be done
invasively using blood as the
hormone matrix; however, noninvasive techniques are often more
feasible under free-roaming conditions
and are preferred for animal welfare.
In 2009, the ERL was created under
Prof Andre Ganswindt as part of a
collaborative initiative between the
UP Faculty of Veterinary Science and
the Mammal Research Institute (MRI).
The vision for this collaboration is
establishing a basis for behavioural/
wildlife endocrine research in the
country, southern Africa, and even
beyond, and the ERL has become a
well-respected platform for conducting
endocrine research on wildlife.
The mandate of the ERL is to establish
non-invasive techniques to monitor the
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Over the last decade, the ERL has
performed hormone analyses on
51 species, ranging from mice to
elephant. Although faecal powder is
a preference, six different matrices,
namely faeces, urine, blood (serum
and plasma), mucus swabs, blubber
and saliva have been used so far
to examine endocrine correlates of
reproduction and stress.
Up to June 2019, over 80 papers
involving the ERL have been published
in 43 different journals, with an
average impact factor of 2.21 (range
0.52–4.847), and the number of
published papers increases every year.
The ERL has supported the research of
fifty students, mostly female, pursuing
studies ranging from B. Tech to PhD,
as well as postdoctoral fellows.
In 2010, Prof Ganswindt and the
ERL, accepting responsibility as the
sole representative of the African

continent, participated in founding
the International Society of Wildlife
Endocrinology (ISWE). The society
is a non-profit organisation aimed
at collaboration and information
exchange on wildlife endocrinology.
ISWE provides a platform for sharing
both the advances and the challenges
faced by the community, a database

to share the methods and results of
endocrine research and a network for
accessing and distributing reagents
used for hormone monitoring. ISWE,
the first organisation of its kind, has
grown over the last decade and now
includes 166 members (46 student
members, 12 non-student members
from emerging countries and 108

non-student members from developed
countries) from 22 member countries.
In 2019, to increase international
visibility, the seventh conference of the
society was held for the first time in
Africa, in the Kruger National Park of
South Africa. The ERL aims to branch
out into new matrices and include
other hormone classes, such as
thyroid hormones to study and glean
information from these hormones.
Further, it seeks to offer more training
opportunities through workshops and
initiate the transfer of technology with
other laboratories and institutions.
A milestone was reached with the ISWE
conference being held in Africa for
the first time. The event contributed
to broadening the horizon for wildlife
endocrine research in Africa and
reinforcing the discipline as a valuable
part for reproductive science, animal
welfare and wildlife conservation
biology.
The anticipated knowledge exchange
is expected to create further interest
and opportunities for this type of
work, not only in South Africa but also
on the African continent and even
further afield. Accordingly, the ERL is
broadening its activities in southern
Africa by developing more strategic
links throughout the region, including
the development of additional
satellite facilities in South Africa and
neighbouring countries, aiming to
branch out to other institutions. This
initiative allows expanding the scope
for future research avenues and novel
monitoring techniques, not only for the
activities intended by ERL but also for
the field of wildlife endocrinology as a
whole. n

Article compiled with Emma Jepsen
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Prof Mike Wingfield’s
term as IUFRO President
comes to an end
T

he five-year term of Prof Mike
Wingfield (Founder Director
of the Forestry and Agricultural
Biotechnology Institute (FABI), as
President of the International Union
of Forestry Research Institutions
(IUFRO) came to an end during
the IUFRO World Congress held in
Curitiba, Brazil, in September 2019. In
taking leave of this globally important
position and moving to a five-year
term as Immediate Past President, Prof
Wingfield said that ‘Serving as IUFRO
President was one of the highlights of
my career and a tremendous honour’.
He added that even though he had
been involved in IUFRO’s activities for
just over 40 years, some elements of
leading IUFRO as President involved ‘a
steep learning curve but was also an
incredibly positive experience’.
Prof Wingfield explained that IUFRO
is the oldest international scientific
organisation established by forest
researchers in Austria, Germany and
France in 1892. The motivation for the
establishment of the Union emerged
from a realisation that research would
be vital to the future of forests and
forestry. Today, IUFRO includes 126
member-countries, approximately
900 member-organisations and it
brings together between 15 000 and
20 000 forest researchers globally.
Prof Wingfield noted that the slogan
of IUFRO “Interconnecting Forests
and People” captures the spirit of
an amazing and crucially important
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non-governmental organisation that
does not advocate but supports
forest research and promotes
evidence-based decision making by
governments and in terms of policy.
During his five-year term as IUFRO
President, Prof Wingfield had the
particular honour of being involved in
many activities and events that marked
the 125th anniversary of the Union in
2017. The highlight of this memorable
year was an anniversary congress held
in Freiburg, Germany that brought
together some 2000 forest scientists
and policy makers. This congress was
preceded by a smaller meeting held in
the town of Eberswalde where IUFRO
was first established. The Eberswalde
gathering was hosted by the
Eberswalde University for Sustainable
Development established in 1830
and the home of some of the earliest
forestry research. The group attending
this event had the opportunity to
hear stories of the founding of IUFRO
and how this amazing organization
survived two world wars and the many
difficulties related to its strong base
in Germany. Prof Wingfield also had
the special privilege of the company
of Prof Walter Liese, President of
IUFRO (1977-1981) and who he had
met in Munich in 1983, during his
return to South Africa shortly after
completing his PhD at the University
of Minnesota. He recalls how meeting
this famous forest health specialist as
a young researcher was “one of the
most memorable but also intimidating
experiences of his career”.
Prof Wingfield recalls the many
incredible experiences during his

five-year term as IUFRO President.
Learning to engage with policy makers
and government officials in seeking
to promote evidence-based policy
was “one of the steeper learning
curves”. IUFRO hosts approximately
260 meetings every five years, held in
many different countries of the world
and ranging from relatively small to
very large regional or global events.
While IUFRO Presidents must be very
selective in choosing meetings at which
to represent the Union, opportunities
to connect with forest scientists from
many parts of the world, from diverse
cultures and in areas of science not
directly related to his own field were
“enriching and a privilege”. Although
this could never be a focus, there
were also opportunities to engage
with colleagues in his own field that
relates to tree health. For example,
attending a IUFRO Bio-invasions Task
Force meeting in West Virginia was
a personal highlight and one that
resulted in numerous publications
also relevant to the FABI team at
the University of Pretoria. In his
acceptance speech on assuming the
role of IUFRO President at the Salt
Lake City (USA) world congress, Prof
Wingfield committed to achieving
a number of goals. These included
promoting the role of the youth
in forest research and promoting
opportunities for forest researchers
in Africa including South Africa. With
support from the South African
Department of Science and Technology
(now Science and Innovation), he
was able to strongly engage with
these two important communities
of IUFRO. “I remain most grateful to

both the DSI and to the University of
Pretoria for proving both financial and
in-kind support for my role as IUFRO
President” says Prof Wingfield. He
further added “I have no doubt that
this support enabled me, not only to
promote forest science globally, but
also to positively influence the field in
South Africa as well as at the University
of Pretoria”.
Prof Wingfield’s term as IUFRO
President ended at the World
Congress of the Union held in Curitiba,
Brazil in September 2019. This was
the first time that IUFRO has held its
premier congress in Latin America,
a desire that he had hoped to see
for many of his more than 30 years
of involvement in the Union. This
meeting brought together nearly 3000
forest scientists and policy makers
from around the world. It also came
at a time where forest scientists are
deeply focused on issues relating to
deforestation and climate change.
Having the majority of the attendees
at the meeting sign a declaration
calling for world leaders to urgently
address these issues and to pay
special attention to the importance of
forests was one of the high-points of
the Congress. He added that “Although
this might only be one key action,
I believe that a very clear message
was conveyed to Governments and
Policy makers. Every bit helps and it
was a privilege to be part of this action.
At a time where the world faces the
onslaught of the global SARS CoV-2
pandemic, it is relevant to recognize
the importance of the world’s forests
and that their destruction plays an
important part in the emergence
of novel human pathogens”. He
concluded this interview in saying
“other than the incredible privilege
of leading one of the most important
scientific societies in the world, I
was able to meet and learn from a
great number of amazing people. I
also came to know the beautiful
city of Vienna where IUFRO has its
Headquarters really well and from
where I had invaluable support from
an amazing leadership team.” n

Distributed resource
allocation for multi-zone
commercial buildings
Prof Xiaohua Xia, Department of Electrical, Electronic and Computer
Engineering
Prof Xiaohua Xia
is the Director
of the Centre
of New Energy
Systems (CNES) in
the Department
of Electrical,
Electronic and
Computer
Engineering. He
is also head of
the National Hub
for Postgraduate
Programme in
Energy Efficiency
and Demand Side
Management
(EEDSM Hub),
an initiative supported by the South
African National Energy Research
Institute (SANERI).
Along with Dr Jun Mei, Prof Xia
modelled large, multi-zone commercial
building systems, constructed as
second-order resistance-capacitance
(RC) models, with individual zones
communicating to the entire network
through neighbours. Advanced
building structures are extremely
complicated, with many dynamically
interacting components, and are
equipped extensively with multi-zone
air conditioning (ME A/C) systems. A
report of their work was published
in Energy Procedia and presented at
the 10th International Conference on
Applied Energy (ICAE). The thermal
dynamics in this work differs from
previous work in that the thermal
dynamics of the walls was not

considered.
Second-order
RC models can
capture the
thermal dynamics
of a building
more accurately
than the firstorder model
employed in
previous studies.
The authors
proposed a
hierarchical
distributed
method using
ME A/C systems
in commercial buildings for response
to the demands of a dynamic
environment. The idea of the upper
layer strategy is based on a balance
between the energy demand of the
building and the comfort level of users
to generate reference signals back into
the system as a feedback loop. The
lower layer is designed as distributed
model predictive controllers (DMPC) to
track the reference signals, whereby
energy cost and demand can be
reduced. The effectiveness of these
proposed controls was highlighted in
the published paper. n
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Research on African mole-rats
paves the way for new painkillers for
humans
Prof Nigel Bennett, Austin Roberts Chair of African Mammalogy & DSI/NRF Research Chair in Mammalian Behavioural Ecology
and Physiology

UP scientists were part of a team that has discovered that African mole-rats are
insensitive to many different types of pain.
The research has revealed that as a
consequence of genetic changes to its
pain channels, the highveld mole-rat,
which is found in Gauteng, is able to
live alongside venomous ants with
painful stings that mole-rats avoid.
About ten years ago, Prof Lewin’s
group which investigated the unusual
sensory world of the naked mole-rat,
revealed that these burrowing rodents

I

ndigenous to the sub-Saharan
region, this group’s adaptations to an
extreme environment (a lack of oxygen
and a surplus of carbon dioxide
underground, as well as a humidity
close to saturation) may also hold the
key for pain management in humans.

The research team was led by Prof
Gary Lewin, group leader of the
Max Delbrück Centre for Molecular
Medicine (MDC), Berlin, Germany,
Professor Thom Park at University
of Illinois, USA and UP zoologist,
Prof Nigel Bennett, Department
of Zoology and Entomology and
supported by colleagues Dr Heike
Lutermann and Dr Daniel Hart.
Their findings were published in the
prestigious American journal, Science.
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were remarkably resistant to pain
when exposed to acid or capsaicin –
the substance that gives chilli peppers
their heat (PLoS Biology).
However, in their latest study, the
researchers from UP, as well as
colleagues from the Sokoine and Dar
es Salaam Universities in Tanzania,
investigated the extraordinary

insensitivity to pain in the other
mole-rats of Africa. The research team
explored how eight other African molerat species related to the naked molerat respond to three substances that
usually cause a brief burning sensation
on the skin of human beings and other
mammals. Those substances were:
diluted hydrochloric acid, capsaicin,
and allyl isothiocyanate (AICT). AICT
is what gives wasabi an extremely
hot taste. The idea was that molerats are naturally exposed to these
and similar substances in the wild.
These behavioural experiments were
performed at the University of Pretoria
with Prof Lewin and his postdoctoral
students.
The study revealed that three molerat species proved to be insensitive to
acid. They were not particularly closely
related in the phylogenetic tree of
the bathyergids. Two species did not
show evidence of pain, after having a

capsaicin solution injected into their
paw. Furthermore, only a single molerat species proved to be unaffected by
AICT, this being the highveld mole-rat.
AICT attacks amino acids in the body
and can thus destroy proteins. That
is why all the other species we know
avoid coming into contact with the
substance. The highveld mole-rat is
the only species in the experiment
that had no problem with AICT while
phylogenetically very closely related
species showed a response to AICT.
The researchers at MDC took sensory
tissue from the spinal cord and spinal
ganglions of all nine species studied.
Through the use of state-of-the-art
DNA sequencing technology, Prof
Lewin and his group were able to
compare the activity of around 7,000
genes inside that tissue.
Relatively quickly, the MDC group
observed that the activity of two genes
were altered within the animals that
felt no pain. These genes contain the
blueprint for the ion channels TRPA1
and NaV1.7. It is already known that
these two channels are involved in the
perception of pain.

sources – activate TRPA1. This is why,
over the course of evolution, many
species have downregulated the gene
for this channel. The ‘wasabi channel’ is
the only one to be completely switched
off in the highveld mole-rat. Prof
Lewin went on to discover that this is
down to a particularly active gene for
another channel – the constitutively
open channel NALCN, known as a ‘leak
channel’ The research group found
that the expression of this channel
was the only one that was significantly
altered in the highveld mole-rat.
During the course of evolution, the
highveld mole-rat has clearly acquired
a highly active gene for a single ion
channel, which has allowed it to make
its home in places that are avoided
by other species of mole-rat. This
is yet another example of how the
environment shapes evolution over
the longer term. On the more practical
side, this discovery could lead to
the development of highly effective
painkillers for humans. The highveld
mole-rat has showed us that high
expression of the NALCN channel
seems to be a very effective way of
alleviating pain. n

AICT and many other irritants found in
roots – one of the mole-rat’s main food
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Business Intelligence in
the mining industry
Dr Marie Hattingh, Department of Informatics

The Department of Informatics is based in the Faculty
of Engineering, Built Environment and Information
Technology and it is one of the three ‘home’
departments of the formally constituted School of
Information Technology.

A

core aspect of the School’s work is
in the field of Business Intelligence
(BI). The School tackles many of the
challenges inherent in BI systems,
including technical issues (such as
data structures and data warehouses),
process issues (information retrieval
processes and analysis), human issues
(resistance to adoption) and the
complex nature of BI.
In a qualitative study published in
Lecture Notes in Computer Science
(LNCS), Dr Marie Hattingh and
Dr Sunet Eybers investigated the

adoption of BI systems in the mining
industry. Their findings suggest that a
robust bureaucratic culture and strict
safety regulatory requirements inhibit
job autonomy. In turn, job autonomy
negatively affects the willingness of
end-users to self-create BI reports.
Furthermore, poor management
support and a lack of training in
utilising BI systems make it difficult
for an ageing workforce to use all the
advanced features and capabilities
of BI systems. Finally, end-users feel
they are not empowered to make
business decisions and, therefore,

lack the motivation to use the system.
Dr Hattingh extended this work by
publishing a systematic literature
review of the competencies essential
to developing a globally competitive
workforce in the field of data science.
She presented this work at the annual
conference of the South African
Institute of Computer Scientists and
Information Technologists (SAICSIT).
Drs Hattingh and Eybers also
recognised that tertiary education
institutions currently focus on the
teaching of concepts related to
structured data in, for example,

database management. However,
the hidden value contained in
unstructured data is overlooked.
This finding motivated the need to
introduce students to methods for
working with such data sets, and an
experiential learning approach was
adopted to expose students to reallife unstructured data. The research,
published in the proceedings of the
Annual Conference of the Southern
African Computer Lecturers’ Association
(SACLA), indicated that the experiential
learning approach is successful in
teaching the basic skills needed
to work with unstructured data. In
addition to the business sphere,
the role of data and data use in the
broader society was investigated,
yielding two academic papers. The
authors investigated the utilisation
of Facebook counteract crime, of
which a report was published in
LCNS. Based on a study of 297 crimefighting Facebook communities in
South Africa, they found a positive
correlation between the number of
Facebook crime-fighting communities
per region and the crime rates
for that region. Furthermore, they
noticed that the regions with the most
crime-fighting communities also had
the most Internet connectivity per
household. Both findings are indicative
of a functional symbiotic relationship
between the technical subsystem and
the social subsystem. However, this
highlights the fact that communities
initiate these structures and, therefore, such structures lack strong
intervention from the environmental
system, in this instance, governmental
bodies. The authors propose that
governmental agencies formally
recognise social media platforms as
a social crime-fighting tool. Further,
they suggest that governmental
entities focus on infrastructure-related
challenges as part of their attempt to
combat crime.
Dr Hattingh partnered with a masters
student, Ruhan Odendaal, to
investigate local perceptions of the
Dark Web. A report on this research
was presented at the SAICSIT
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conference. The authors investigated
the level of knowledge, curiosity about
and awareness of the Dark Web
among South African students and
their parents. They applied thematic
analysis to identify the emerging
themes from the data. The findings
indicate that students share a common
interest and curiosity that increase the
likelihood of their using the Dark Web.
In contrast, parents have very little
interest in and knowledge of the Dark
Web. Owing to such lack of interest
and knowledge, parents are ignorant
of and unconcerned about their
children’s potential use of the Dark
Web. The research pointed out that
young adolescents might use the Dark
Web while not being fully aware of the
dangers posed by such use. n
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Development of hydrokinetic energy
for rural electrification in South Africa
Chantel Niebuhr, Department of Civil Engineering (Water Division)

The utilisation of renewable energy sources remains
low in South Africa compared with fossil-fuel driven
supplies. Large-scale renewable energy projects have
become the driving force for addressing this imbalance.
However, limitations in conventional hydropower
resource availability have led to an interest in relatively
unexplored unconventional technologies such as
hydrokinetic (HK) or kinetic hydropower systems.
Ms Chantel Niebuhr, a lecturer in the
Department of Civil Engineering, is
completing her doctoral studies on
developing simplified guidelines from a
detailed analysis of the hydrodynamic
effects of such turbines. The hope is
that in future, these guidelines will
assist in improving planning during
the design phase and the efficiency of
installations.
HK systems can operate on relatively
flat stretches of river. Their use opens
possibilities to previously untapped
potential. Another option is arrays of
smaller systems working in conjunction
that produce higher overall power
outputs while having a significantly
lower environmental impact compared
with large-scale alternatives. Smaller
systems allow an opportunity for rural
electrification in off-grid areas that
are close to a water source with HK
potential.
These systems are a specific category
of hydropower, as energy is extracted
from the kinetic energy of flowing
water rather than by the potential
energy of falling water. Therefore,
these systems do not require potential
energy but utilise the near ‘zerohead’ kinetic energy in flowing water.
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By harnessing this form of energy,
HK installations avoid many of the
challenges associated with more
traditional forms of hydropower,
such as high civil works costs and the
need for an acceptable water head
(potential).
Funding allocated from the Water
Research Commission (WRC) enabled
the UP hydropower research team
to design, install and test several HK
installations. The purpose of the study
was twofold. The first objective was
to harness and showcase various
innovative forms of HK technology
applicable in free-surface flows. The
second was to assist the overall
growth of less-affluent areas and
municipalities in South Africa by
providing a sustainable source of
electricity.
The sites selected for installations are
located in the !Kheis and Joe Gqabi
local municipalities. The local residents
are often unable to pay for basic
services, as unemployment is high in
these communities. Consequently,
with the aim of reducing electricity
costs, the team researched several
installation configurations. These
included horizontal axis hydrokinetic

Installation of the hydrokinetic HK plant at Groblershoop

Computational fluid dynamics modelling of a
HAHT turbine wake
turbines (HAHTs) and vertical axis
hydrokinetic turbines (VAHTs). After
testing for optimum functionality,
the team selected the optimal
configurations for installation. The
pilot-plant installations are examples
of full-scale facilities that can support
municipalities by providing a source of
constant renewable energy, thereby
alleviating their dependence on the
national grid.
Reports on these projects were
published in the journals Renewable
and Sustainable Energy Reviews and
Water SA, including additional details
summarised during conference events.
Ms Niebuhr won the prestigious
International Hydropower Association
(IHA) young researcher award for her
contribution in the field of hydropower
at the World Hydropower Congress
2019 in Paris, France.
The success in showcasing the
broad potential and possibilities of
incorporating HK devices within canals
and river systems provides much-

CFD modelling of the Wegdraai installation

CFD modelling of an additional HK device
used for analysis of HAHT

needed examples of HK potential,
and demonstrates its applicability in
semi-arid countries, such as SA, where
an extensive network of low- to zerohead potential exists in conveyance
infrastructure. Localised small-scale
HK energy systems facilitate low-cost
installations and can provide local
municipalities with a sustainable
source of income (and electricity).

hydrodynamic behaviour in the wake
downstream of the HK device, which
is an important consideration when
installing arrays of such devices. A
focus on using ‘digital twins’ to model
these devices and further understand
the complex flow behaviour is being
investigated through computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling of
turbulent flows and varying operational
parameters, retaining structures as
well as installation sections. n

Current studies include a focus on
analysis and understanding of the
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Renewable energy and
sustainability transitions

Closing the loop on the
circular economy —

Prof David Walwyn, Graduate School of Technology Management

creating value from waste

processes through which established
socio-technical systems shift to more
sustainable modes of production
and consumption’’. Examples of such
transition include changing from nonrenewable sources of electrical energy
(such as coal and gas) to renewable
sources (such as wind and solar),
from internal combustion engines to
fuel-cell electric vehicles, as well as
adopting green building practices.

Prof David Walwyn of the Graduate
School of Technology Management
(GSTM) has been investigating and
publishing reports on the imperative
for sustainability transitions and how
the transformation of the energy
sector will be central to decarbonising
the South African economy.

Publishing in the Journal of
Manufacturing Technology Management,
Prof Walwyn identified the importance
of hydrogen fuel cells to decreasing
carbon emissions, which will limit
global warming. The research
showed that the hydrogen economy
is still at a pre-competitive level in
South Africa and requires ongoing
government support to ensure the
realisation of this energy transition.
It is vital that niche experimentation,
a proven strategy for successful
sustainability transitions, is pursued
further. Importantly, the net cost
of hydrogen-based transportation,
which is still several times higher
than the cost of transport based
on the internal combustion engine
(ICE), must be reduced, especially
in the critical applications of public
transport and underground vehicles.
Furthermore, the development of
digital technologies to manage supply
fluctuations in energy grids must be
accelerated. n

Dr Hendrik (Deon) Brink, Department of Chemical Engineering

The current ‘take-make-waste’ extractive industrial
model (also known as the linear economy) is inherently
unsustainable, as it leads to the depletion of limited
resources.
Furthermore, the waste generated by
this model causes extensive damage
to the environment. In contrast, the
‘circular economy’ provides for the
decoupling of economic activity from
the consumption of finite resources
and concomitant waste generation,
thereby reducing anthropogenic
environmental impacts.
The concept provides for the
minimisation of waste and pollution,
retention of materials within the
value chain through various recovery
and recycling methods and the
remediation and regeneration of
natural systems affected by the historic
linear economy.
The Water Utilisation and
Environmental Engineering Division

of the Department of Chemical
Engineering has been involved closely
in ground-breaking research in the
recovery of water through various
conventional and advanced treatment
methods since 1969. The National
Research Foundation (NRF) awarded
nine million rand to the Division
in 2019 to obtain state-of-the-art
equipment.
The equipment will be used for the
identification and monitoring of a wide
range of pollutants, which include,
most notably, various emerging
aqueous pollutants — a capacity
currently lacking in Africa.
Dr Hendrik Brink has been involved
in this Division in several far-reaching
and salient projects focused on
resource recovery from waste. Most of

his research involves the treatment of
polluted water sources. South Africa
is a water-stressed country; therefore,
it is essential to conserve and protect
our finite and infinitely recyclable
water resources. In addition, water is
considered one of the main drivers
(or, conversely, limiters) of desperately
needed economic growth. n

www.worldofrenewables.com

Sustainability transition is defined
as ‘’the long-term, multi-dimensional
and fundamental transformation

Such transitions are essential if the
international agreements on climate
change, such as COP21, are to be met,
simultaneous to the elimination of
poverty and inequality, as outlined in
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
1 and 10. Although techno-economics
is only one of several drivers of such
transitions, it is vital for developing
countries. In this regard, research
has been conducted on how changes
in the techno-economics of energy
systems are supporting or preventing
energy transitions. The goal has
been to provide clear development
pathways for renewable energy
technologies, such that sustainability
transitions can be realised

simultaneously with the realisation of
economic development.
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Sustainable Management
Dr George Thopil, Graduate School of Technology Management (GSTM), Department of Engineering and Technology
Management

The Graduate School of Technology (GSTM) in the Department of Engineering and
Technology Management has become a focal point for research into green technology
at the University of Pretoria.

I

n 2019, Dr George Thopil, a senior
lecturer at the Graduate School of
Technology (GSTM) and Y2-rated
researcher, co-authored a paper with
one of his master’s degree students,
Ms Nora Mahlangu that was selected
as the best paper published by the
Southern African Institute of Industrial
Engineering for the year. The article,
titled Life cycle analysis of external costs
of a parabolic trough Concentrated
Solar Power plant, was published in
the Journal of Cleaner Production. The
authors investigated the unaccounted
harmful effects associated with the life
cycle of a Concentrated Solar Power
(CSP) plant in South Africa. The work
was based on a novel methodology to

estimate material inventory data where
primary data are not available.
Dr Thopil’s research expertise pertains
to sustainability, with the focus on the
energy, water and waste sectors. He
has published articles in several other
high-impact journals, such as Applied
Energy and Renewable and Sustainable
Energy Reviews.
The other areas of his work that have
garnered high impact include an
analysis of the financial and economic
implications of a project (biogas
to electricity) that investigated the
financial feasibility of incorporating
electricity generated from biogas from

a large petrochemical company. The
findings showed that should current
policies become favourable to selling
heat as a by-product, the project
could provide national benefits by
alleviating electricity shortages. Recent
collaboration with the Department
of Economics on a project that
investigated the link between the
pricing of electricity and increased
adoption of renewable energy has
also gained attention in popular media
through an article in The Conversation,
titled The transition from fossils to
renewables and its impact on consumer
prices. n

The road/rail infrastructure
monitoring system
Prof Hannes (PJ) Gräbe, Department of Civil Engineering

The Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment and
Information Technology (EBIT) took ownership of a
new research tool or, actually, research vehicle towards
the end of 2019, namely the road/rail infrastructure
monitoring system (RIMS).
used inter-disciplinarily by different
departments. This vehicle and the
proposed measurement system is
world-class and unique. High-impact
research is being carried out in the
fields of transportation logistics and
the use of high-accuracy GPS data to
improve route planning in the country,
road condition monitoring and the
use of telematics data. The research
addresses a range of road/vehicle
interaction issues, vehicle dynamics
measurements on road and rail to
improve various aspects related to the
design of road and rail vehicles and
track condition monitoring by using
vehicle dynamics, optical data and
machine learning.
This system is currently being
developed in collaboration with
the Department of Mechanical
and Systems Engineering and the
Department of Industrial Engineering.
The unusual and unique research
equipment is funded by the National
Research Foundation (NRF) and the
University of Pretoria as part of its NEP
(National Equipment Programme).
The RIMS comprises a custom-built
road/rail vehicle that can travel on
both road and rail infrastructure. It will
be equipped for condition monitoring,
characterisation and maintenance
of road and rail infrastructure, as
well as the measurement of vehicle
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dynamics. The RIMS will have four main
measurement components, namely
a global positioning system (GPS),
incorporating an inertial measurement
unit, high-accuracy light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) equipment for creating
digital elevation models, 360-degree
video cameras and a sophisticated
vehicle response measurement
system (VRMS). The VRMS comprises
a range of sensors that will measure
the dynamic behaviour of the vehicle
in response to the condition of the
infrastructure.
The RRV can reach measuring speeds
of 90 km/h and 120 km/h on rail
and road, respectively, and will be

In the final development stage of the
integrated measurement system, an
autonomous system will be developed
that can be installed on standard
road and track vehicles to carry out
the proposed measurements and
stream the data to cloud storage.
Software will be developed to analyse
the data and produce road, rail and
vehicle condition and performance
index values for improvement and
maintenance actions. The equipment
is extremely versatile, as it will be
able to do condition monitoring on
the South African road network, as
well as Transnet Freight Rail and the
Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa
(PRASA) railway lines. n
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The benefits of laser surface
treatments on metallic 3D-printed
components

Optimising asphalt mix gradation
using artificial neural network and
genetic algorithms

Dr Hein Moller, Department of Materials Science and Metallurgical Engineering

Prof James Maina, Department of Civil Engineering

Other ground-breaking benefits
are related to the speed and cost
of manufacture and manufacturing
flexibility. One specific class of AM
technology involves the use of a
laser beam to melt metallic powders
in a specific pattern to produce the
part required. This process gives
rise to minute flaws in the form of
micro-porosity, which can negatively
affect component functionality and
performance.
Dr Hein Moller of the Department of
Materials Science and Metallurgical
Engineering is active in this field of
research and has published several
related papers.
In 2019, a research team, including
Dr Moller and other researchers
from UP, Prof Anton du Plessis from
the University of Stellenbosch and
Dr Daniel Glaser from the CSIR,
investigated the accurate mapping of
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Metal 3D printing (additive manufacturing or AM) is a
novel manufacturing technology that is fast becoming
a cornerstone of the fourth industrial revolution.
The technology makes it possible to manufacture
components with intricate shapes using a digital
definition of the component profile.

such flaws by using a novel technique
called nano X-ray tomography.
The team employed another novel
technology, laser shock peening (LSP),
to treat the flaws close to the surface
of an AM component.
In a world-first, the team achieved
accurate 3D imagining of the influence
of the LSP treatment on the size and
spatial distribution of the flaws. This
research led to the publication of Pore
closure effect of laser shock peening
of additively manufactured AlSi10Mg

in the prestigious 3D Printing and
Additive Manufacturing journal, detailing
the breakthrough and the benefits
achieved.
A student supervised by Dr Moller, Ms
Shonny Thuketana, presented some
of her research at the 2019 SA Institute
of Mining and Metallurgy (SAIMM)
Student Symposium, winning first prize
for her work titled Characterisation of
defects in 3D printed AlSi10Mg. A paper
based on her research was accepted
for publication by the SAIMM. n

Accordant with the fourth industrial
revolution (4IR), Prof James Maina of
the Department of Civil Engineering
has been developing an automated
tool for the asphalt mix design
process. Currently, asphalt mix design
is a labour-intensive, repetitive process
that takes up to five working days to
complete. The ability to both predict
and optimise aggregate gradation
to obtain the desired asphalt mix
properties was recognised as critical
for successful automation of the
process and reaching the end-goal of
reducing the number of days required
and making the mix design process
more consistent.
The selection of aggregate gradation
for asphalt mix design that would
comply with specification requirements
is complex and relies mainly on
the experience of the asphalt mix
designer. Therefore, it is important
that such experience be translated

into a systematic procedure that could
be used to predict the properties of
the asphalt mix. In this study, 444 mix
design data were used to develop an
artificial neural network (ANN) that
has a simple multilayer perceptron
structure.
The ANN models were able to predict
air voids in the asphalt mix to within
±0.5% and the theoretical maximum
specific gravity of the asphalt mix to
within ±0.025 for 99.6% of the time.
The ANN models were verified using
fresh asphalt mixes produced in
the laboratory. The computed ANN
outputs were shown to compare well
with the laboratory-measured values.
Subsequently, the ANN models were
used as a forward computation engine
in a non-linear constrained genetic
algorithm (GA). The GA optimises
aggregate gradation while satisfying
the mix design requirements defined

in the formulation as constraints.
As a case study, the approach was
successfully demonstrated to provide
optimised aggregate gradation and
minimise binder content in the asphalt
mix. In the optimisation problem
formulation, the durability of asphalt
mixes was introduced by a constraint
that ensures minimum film thickness.
The approach presented in this work is
general and can be applied to any mix
design procedure.
The non-linear GA optimisation could
predict mix gradation that satisfies the
constraint limits on volumetric and
mechanical properties. Furthermore,
the laboratory verification of the mixes
confirmed that the ANN could predict
mix properties within the precision
limits prescribed by the American
Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM). n
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The Centre for Transport
Development
Prof Johan W. Joubert, Optimisation Group and Centre for Transport
Development, Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering |
Contributor: Mr Makoena Sebatjane

The Centre for Transport Development in the
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering is
a multi-disciplinary group, with researchers from both
industrial and civil engineering focussing on transportand logistics-related modelling.
The Centre is headed by Prof Johan
Joubert. Two recent highlights
include the industrial engineers
making progress on the modelling
of heavy goods vehicles in the
urban environment. In the first,
the group introduced a gametheoretic collaboration to imitate the
negotiations between freight carriers
and freight receivers.
The research highlighted novel,
behaviourally sensitive responses from
the Multi-Agent Transport Simulation
(MATSim) toolkit. A systematic
evaluation was published in the
prestigious international Computers
& Industrial Engineering journal. Dr
Wilna Bean and Prof Johan Joubert
were recognised with the best paper
award at the International Workshop
on Agent-Based Mobility, Traffic and
Transport Models, Methodologies and
Applications (ABMTRANS).
The group also secured multi-year
research funding from the Department
of Science and Innovation as part of
their Waste Research Development
and Innovation (RDI) Roadmap to
improve the estimation and design of
urban service delivery of residential
waste removal.
Researchers, Dr Olufemi Adetunji
and Mr Makoena Sebatjane,
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published three papers related to the
modelling of the complex industrial
systems associated with food
production. These articles appeared
in the journals Operations Research
Perspectives, the Journal of Industrial
Engineering International and the Journal
of Modelling in Management.
Most crops are eventually consumed
as packaged food products
downstream in the supply chains
following value-adding operations
such as processing. Packaged food
products, similar to groceries in
general, have become commoditised
and, as a result, have unique demand
characteristics. When products are
commoditised, there is very little
difference between competing
brands, and, as such, price, stock
levels and expiration dates become
the most important determinants
of consumer demand. Furthermore,
food manufacturers often produce
items in large quantities to take
advantage of economies of scale. Bulk
purchasing is one way of achieving
economies of scale and can be
done through quantity discounts.
Granted that basic food products
are a necessity for existence, their
availability and affordability to
consumers are of utmost importance.
The only way to avoid unavailability
of food products is through proper

inventory management techniques.
Therefore, inventory management is
a critical activity in food production
systems. Inventory management in
these settings is a complex activity not
only because of the vast number of
product varieties but also because of
the number of supply chain members
involved in the production of such
items. Therefore, the availability and
affordability of food products can be
improved through better inventory
management techniques that are
based on scientific principles.
Accordingly, mathematical models
are developed for managing growing
inventory items in multi-echelon supply
chains, considering some of the unique
characteristics of food production
systems, such as quantity discounts
and expiration dates. The models
are aimed at minimising inventory
management costs across the entire
supply chain. Operations and supply
chain management practitioners in
food production systems can achieve
significant cost savings by using
these models as a guideline when
making procurement and inventory
replenishment decisions. Other than
improving profit margins, the resulting
cost savings can be used to cushion
consumers against rising food prices.
n

Energy and sustainability
Prof Mmantsae Diale, Department of Physics

Realising most of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations
relies on the supply of affordable and clean energy. The environment is under threat
owing to increased carbon dioxide in the atmosphere that is linked directly to the use
of fossil fuels, such as coal and oil.

C

limate change, attributed to the
combustion of fossil fuels, among
other factors, is being experienced
worldwide, from the glaciers of Europe
to deserts in Australia and the rain
forests of South America. Moreover,
reports have highlighted the extensive
destruction of crops by locust swarms
in East Africa and India and the
decimation of land animals by bush
fires, as well as the death of marine life
in Australia. These and other disasters
are ascribed to the effects of changing
weather patterns. Africa has suffered
its share of disasters, particularly the
more impoverished communities
on the continent, adding to urban
migration brought about by droughts
and resultant food insecurities.
Nature urgently requires intervention,
particularly from the users of fossil
fuels, to reduce disasters brought by
climate change.
The need to use clean energy systems
is not ascribed to diminishing sources
of fossil fuels, as vast sources of oil
and coal are still available worldwide,
illustrated by the latest discoveries
of new wells in South Africa and the
East China seas. Clean energy, such as
solar power, is a ‘free’ energy source.
However, current technologies to
harvest, convert and store this free
energy source are too expensive for
more impoverished regions, such as
sub-Saharan Africa. On estimate, more
than half of the global population that
does not have access to electrical
power lives in the subcontinent, one of
the poorest regions in the world.

Solar energy is the most reliable and
sustainable source of energy available
to Africa. Collecting solar energy using
silicon panels has been achieved,
reducing the price per kilowatt-hour
from $76 in 1977 to less than 30 US
cent in 2017. The reduction has been
influenced by the emergence of newer
and cheaper technologies, including
using polymer materials to collect solar
energy.
In an encouraging development, Prof
Mmantsae Diale, of the Department
of Physics Solar Energy research
group, has been able to use organic
solar cells with nanoparticles and
dyes to collect solar energy. This type
of technology is easily put together
and can be used as a paint layer
on windows. Further, the research
group has been able to use rust, an
oxide of iron (known scientifically as
haematite) to store solar energy in
photoelectrochemical cells, splitting
water into hydrogen and oxygen. The
technology is employed to collect
hydrogen as solar fuel, but also returns
oxygen into the atmosphere, helping
to mitigate climate change by reducing
atmospheric carbon dioxide.

the group has found that, by using
nanostructures and interfacial layers,
haematite could be used in future as
a material for affordable and clean
energy storage. n

Prof Diale and the research group
have been investigating the collection
of solar energy by improving existing
technologies and merging these to
improve efficiency. Haematite can
collect over 40% of visible light in
the photoelectrochemical cell used
to store hydrogen. Significantly
expanding the knowledge in this field,
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Predictive maintenance
of critical machinery
www.news.stanford.edu

Prof Stephan Heyns, Centre for Asset Integrity Management (C-AIM), Faculty of
Engineering, Built Environment and Information Technology (EBIT)

Dr Nils Timm, Department of Computer Science

A

reas of application include the
coordination and optimisation of
energy management, transportation
and manufacturing. MAS technology
has significant potential to enhance
processes in these areas.

Multi-agent systems (MAS)
are computerised systems
comprising intelligent
and autonomous agents
that collaborate to
achieve goals or solve
problems. These systems
play an essential role in
the context of Industry
4.0 (Fourth Industrial
Revolution).
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However, agent-based solutions
require the assurance of the
correctness of the underlying system.
Design errors can have adverse effects,
such as failure of the energy supply,
loss of productivity, or can even be
harmful to human lives. Dr Nils Timm
of the System Specifications and
Formal Methods research group in the
Department of Computer Science
is the local principal investigator of
a bilateral research project on the
verification of MAS. In collaboration
with scientists from the Stockholm
University in Sweden, he is developing
techniques for automatically proving
the correctness of MAS in terms of

goal achievability. These techniques
ensure the quality and reliability of
MAS, thereby contributing to the
maturation of this technology for
industrial purposes.
A common concept in most MAS is the
competition of the agents for shared
resources, such as hardware devices
or energy. Dr Timm and his team
developed a modelling framework for
resource allocation in these systems.
The framework enables representing
many real-world scenarios of agents
pursuing goals relating to resources.
Goal specifications can be verified
automatically for the MAS models
within the framework. The outcome
is either proof that the system can
achieve the goal or a counterexample
disproving goal achievability. This
modelling framework was presented
in an article published in the journal
Multi-Agent Systems. n

T

his is an essential factor for more
effective maintenance of such
assets and to ultimately ensure that
unplanned breakdowns are minimised
while reliability and availability are
maximised.
In South Africa, steam-generation
plants must be operated long beyond
their design lives. This is a topical
example where employing advanced
predictive maintenance techniques
for critical machinery could make a
significant difference in the quality of
life of South Africans. Other examples
are large gearboxes in mining and
power-generation applications,
bearings on large machinery and wind
turbines.
Vibration is a typical response
parameter that is usually monitored
to detect deterioration in machine
condition. Other parameters include
temperature and lubricant particle
content. However, these parameters
are often not affected only by the
condition of the machine but also
by the operating conditions. Many
large mechanical systems are often
operated under continuously changing
conditions, for instance, the gearboxes
in large wind turbines. Because of
changing wind conditions, the system
vibration changes continually, and it
is extremely challenging to distinguish

www.news.stanford.edu

Verification of multiagent systems for
resource allocation

The Centre for Asset Integrity Management (C-AIM)
in the Department of Mechanical and Aeronautical
Engineering is developing methods to monitor the
health of critical and expensive rotating machines

between the changes caused by the
variable operational conditions and
the deterioration in machine condition.
However, this distinction is crucial
to making predictive maintenance
decisions.
Prof P. Stephan Heyns and Dr
Stephan Schmidt of The Centre
for Asset Integrity Management
(C-AIM) focus on such problems.
Their work requires the application
of sophisticated signal processing
on response signals obtained from

critical assets under diverse operating
conditions. Further, the signals must
be interpreted to identify the fault
conditions in machinery and to
determine the origin of the faults; for
example, whether a fault is caused by
wear in a gear or bearing or a crack
in a gear tooth or a bearing race.
Identifying the nature of a fault is
essential in determining the remaining
useful life of the asset. Reports on
this work were published in a range of
high-impact journals in 2019. n
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Prof Nigel Bennett

Prof Don Cowan

Prof Pedro Crous

THEME | AWARDS

UP Science Leaders

Awards and Recognition

A-rated scientists

Internal research awards

Zoology & Entomology, Faculty
of Natural and Agricultural
Sciences
Centre for Microbial Ecology
and Genomics, Faculty of
Natural and Agricultural
Sciences
Microbiology & Plant Pathology
(FABI), Faculty of Natural and
Agricultural Sciences

Prof Erika De Wet

Public Law, Faculty of Law

Prof Jean Lubuma

Mathematics & Applied
Mathematics, Faculty of
Natural and Agricultural
Sciences

Prof Josua Meyer

Mechanical & Aeronautical
Engineering, Faculty of
Engineering, Built Environment
& IT

Prof Robert Millar

Physiology, Faculty of Health

Prof Stella Nkomo

Human Resources
Management & Dean’s Office
, Faculty of Economic and
Management Sciences

Prof James Raftery

Mathematics & Applied
Mathematics, Faculty of
Natural and Agricultural
Sciences
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Prof Yves van de Peer

Exceptional Academic Achievement Awards:
Genetics, Faculty of Natural
and Agricultural Sciences

Prof Charles van Onselen

Centre for the Advancement
of Scholarship, Faculty of
Humanities

Prof Hans van Oort

Science of Religion &
Missiology, Faculty of Theology
and Religion

Prof Brenda Wingfield

Biochemistry, Genetics
and Microbiology, Faculty
of Natural and Agricultural
Sciences

Prof Michael Wingfield

FABI, Faculty of Natural and
Agricultural Sciences

Prof Xiaohua Xia

Electrical, Electronic &
Computer Engineering,
Faculty of Engineering, Built
Environment & IT

Chancellor’s Award for Research

Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment and IT
• Prof JP Meyer
Faculty of Natural and Agricultural Sciences
• Prof Z Myburg

Vice-Chancellor’s Awards

• These will be announced in the 2020 edition of the
Review.

Exceptional Academic Achievement
Awards:
Faculty of Economic and Management Sciences
• Prof JM Hoobler – Dept. of Resources Management
Faculty of Law
• Prof FJ Viljoen – Centre for Human Rights
Faculty of Natural and Agricultural Sciences
• Prof SN Venter – Dept of Biochemistry, Genetics and
Microbiology
• Prof WA Landman – Dept of Geography, Geoinformatics &
Meteorology
• Prof R Anguelov – Dept of Mathematics and Applied
Mathematics
• Prof DK Berger – Dept of Plant and Soil Sciences

Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment and IT
• Prof IK Craig – Dept of Electrical, Electronic and Computer
Eng
• Prof PS Els – Dept of Mechanical and Aeronautical
Engineering
• Prof PS Heyns – Dept of Mechanical and Aeronautical
Engineering

Exceptional Young Researchers Awards:
Faculty of Natural and Agricultural Sciences
• Prof RP Deane – Dept of Physics
• Dr MS Gwizdala – Dept of Physics

Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment and IT
• Prof L Zhang – Dept of Electrical, Electronic and Computer
Engineering

Research Award:

Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment and IT
• Prof JHP Eloff – Office of the Dean
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Awards and Recognition
External research awards
It was another exceptional year for UP researchers with the academic staff being honoured by a wide range of organisations.

Some highlights include:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Prof Don Cowan, Director of the Genomics Research
Institute and the Centre for Microbial Ecology and
Genomics, won the Royal Society of South Africa’s John
FW Hershel Medal awarded for his outstanding research
across disparate fields of study;
Prof Esté van Marle-Köster, Head of UP’s Department
of Animal and Wildlife Sciences was honoured as the
Gauteng Agriculturist of the Year by the Agricultural
Writers South Africa for a lifetime of work in the livestock
sector;

•

Dr George Thopil along with his master’s student, Norah
Mahlangu, received the award for Best Paper from the
Southern African Institute of Industrial Engineering
(SAIIE) for their research entitled “Life cycle analysis of
external costs of a parabolic trough concentrated solar
power plant”;
Prof Michael Pepper, Director at the Institute for Cellular
and Molecular Medicine (ICMM), part of the Faculty of
Health Sciences, won the Scientific Excellence Award at
the South African Clinician Scientists Society’s Health
Excellence awards;
Prof Mashudu Tshifularo, Head of Otorhinolaryngology
at the Faculty of Health Sciences won the Global
Excellence Award at the South African Clinician Scientists
Society’s Health Excellence awards for pioneering a 3D
ear transplant;
Prof Louis van Rooy from the Department of Geology
was awarded the 2019 Karl and Ruth Terzaghi
Outstanding Mentor Award by the Board of Directors
of the American Association of Environmental and
Engineering Geologists. He is the first awardee from
outside America to receive this award;
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•

•

•

Prof Ian Craig the Section Head for Control Systems
in the Department of Electrical, Electronic and
Computer Engineering in the Faculty of Engineering,
Built Environment and Information Technology (EBIT)
was awarded a 2019 Chinese Government Friendship
Award. The award is the highest honour given to foreign
experts who have made outstanding contributions to
the country’s economic and social progress;
Prof Hettie Schönfeldt, Director of the African Research
Universities Alliance (ARUA) Centre of Excellence for
Food Security which is led by the University of Pretoria
was the recipient of the Nevin Scrimshaw Award and
delivered the Nevin Scrimshaw Award lecture at the
13th International Food Data Conference held in Lisbon,
Portugal. She received this prestigious biannual award
for her contribution throughout her research career to
generating unique, country-specific data for the African
region;
Prof Rashid Hassan, Emeritus Prof in the Department
of Agricultural Economics, Extension and Rural
Development in the Faculty of Natural and Agricultural
Sciences was awarded the International Society for
Ecological Economics (ISEE) 2020 Boulding Award in
recognition of his career’s work in ecological economics;
Dr Abdullahi Yusuf, a researcher in the Department
of Zoology and Entomology, was awarded a 2019
Humboldt Alumni Award by the Humboldt Institute in
Germany for innovative networking initiatives;
Emeritus Prof Marthán Bester, from the Department of
Zoology and Entomology was awarded the Gold Medal
of the Zoological Society of Southern Africa (ZSSA) at the
39th ZSSA Congress for his lifelong dedication to marine
mammal conservation and research in the Southern
Ocean and Antarctica;

•

•

•

Prof Adrian Tordiffe, an associate Prof in veterinary
pharmacology at the Faculty of Veterinary Science,
received the South African Veterinary Association’s
Research Award for his in-depth work on the health and
metabolism of cheetahs;
Prof Zander Myburg, Director of the Forest Molecular
Genetics (FMG) Programme in the Forestry and
Agricultural Biotechnology Institute (FABI) received the
prestigious Biotechnologist of the Year Award from the
Institute of Forest Biosciences (IFB) for his work in the
field of responsible forest biotechnology;
Prof Terry Aveling from the Department of Plant and Soil
Sciences won the award for the best paper presentation
at the 32nd International Seed Testing Association (ISTA)
Congress in Hyderabad, India. The winning presentation,
titled ‘Pinus patula in South Africa: Effect of seed-borne
mycoflora on germination, their control and the first
report of Sydowia polyspora’, is based on the research
project of one of Prof Aveling’s PhD students, Renaan
Thompson;

•

Emeritus Prof Fransjohan Pretorius of History won
the Jan H Marais Prize for outstanding contribution to
Afrikaans as an academic language;

•

Dr Christel Hansen, a lecturer in the Department of
Geography, Geoinformatics and Meteorology, was
awarded the prestigious Society of South African
Geographers (SSAG) Centenary Award for her work on
her PhD project titled ‘On high-altitude and high-latitude
diurnal frost environments’;

•

Prof Egmont Rohwer, head of the Mass Spectrometry
and Chromatography Laboratory in the Department of
Chemistry, was awarded the prestigious Georg Forster
award of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation in
Germany;

•

Prof Teboho Moja of the Centre for the Advancement of
Scholarship, received the NRF Lifetime Achiever Award.

•

Prof Robin Crewe won a lifetime award and Dr Mardé
Helbig won the TW Kambule-NSTF Award for Emerging
Researchers at the NSTF-South 32 Awards.

•

Prof Roger Deane was part of the team who won the
2020 breakthrough prize for fundamental physics
following the team’s first ever image of a black hole.

•

Sanesha Naicker, a former UP medical student, won the
leading female pioneer in breast cancer research award
at the 2019 Global Health and Pharma (GHP) Alternative
Medicine and Holistic Health Awards.

•

Prof Thulani Makhalanyane, Prof Eshchar Mizrachi and
Prof Cobus Visagie (Faculty of Natural and Agricultural
Sciences), have been awarded a P rating.

UP researchers also
received 4 National
Science and Technology
Forum awards,
4 Women in Science
awards from the
Department of Science
and Innovation, and
3 awards from the
National Research
Foundation.
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The art used for the chapter headings

is all sourced from the Javett Art Centre at the University of
Pretoria (Javett-UP), attached to the Hatfield Campus. The
following works are displayed:
p20, Societal Issues:
Penny Siopsis,
Patience on a
Monument, 1988,
Collage and oil
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Humphreys Art Gallery

p44, Health:
Ester Nxumalo, The
Marriage Feast at
Cana, 1981, Handwoven wool. Pretoria
Art Museum
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p58, Natural Sciences:
Christo Coetzee, The Garden of Delights,
1964, Oil on canvas, Pretoria Art Museum

P82, Applied Science:
Vusi Khumalo, Baipei Informal Settlement,
2013, Mixed media on canvas
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All the art featured is from South African artists, displayed at the Javett Art Centre at
the University of Pretoria. For more information about Javett-UP (which also houses
the Mabungubwe Gold collection, please visit javettup.art
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